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The two-year private college has been recognized as a valuable sector of
American higher education; yet, its documented decline has failed to incite substantial
research focusing on the how and why. This study explored the plight and potential of
one particular set of private institutions, the two-year United Methodist colleges, which
exhibit characteristics that both distinguish and closely align them with the broader
institutional classification as two-year private colleges. By means of a multi-case
approach, this study attempted to identify significant opportunities and threats perceived
by chief executive officers that affect the viability of these representative institutions.
Ultimately, the study sought to document the strategies employed by these schools to
ensure their continued existence. The researcher intended to strengthen the empirical
foundation for an informed discussion of the issues affecting this unique sector of higher
education and, specifically, to identify relevant variables that may be used in subsequent
research efforts.

The results of the study indicate that the two-year United Methodist colleges share
opportunities and challenges with the small, four-year liberal arts college and the general
category of religious colleges. At the same time, the data reflect intra-group differences
that contribute to the distinctiveness of the individual institutions. Clearly, the future
appears to be questionable for this institutional sector that is small in terms of the number
of colleges operating and the volume of students served. However, as the first authentic
American contribution to the higher education landscape, the two-year private and
church-related college continues to serve a unique purpose with its own particular
approach to student development, academic endeavors, communal activities, and
organizational operation. These institutions contribute to the diversity of the higher
education system in the United States as a body of colleges specifically committed to the
needs of freshmen and sophomores in an environment characterized by a strong sense of
values and community. The impact of their extinction is inestimable but would
undoubtedly diminish the pluralism that is so greatly valued in the American higher
education system.
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CHAPTER I
NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY
Overview and Problem
Higher education in the United States is characterized by an array of institutions,
differentiated by such factors as curriculum, size, mission, and governance. The history
of the American system of postsecondary education is distinguished by both tradition and
innovation. Naturally, the earliest institutions were patterned after European models. By
the 1860s, a diversified system had evolved that was comprised of public land-grant
institutions, graduate and professional schools patterned after the German university, elite
liberal arts colleges, and two-year private colleges (Shulman, 1974). Today, individuals
seeking collegiate-level study have the opportunity to choose from an unsurpassed
number of options. The current complexion of higher education reflects extraordinary
diversity with the existence of nearly 4,000 schools ranging from public community
colleges to proprietary, virtual institutions. Bogue and Aper (2000) consider the diverse
set of institutions “different but strong threads in the colorful fabric of American higher
education” (p. 2).
While many nations maintain higher education as either a public or a private
system, the United States sustains a dichotic system, one that appropriately reflects the
fundamental principles of democracy (Bogue & Aper, 2000). Bogue and Aper
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(2000) define the two sectors as: “public institutions depending upon government support
and subject to government regulation; and private institutions experiencing both the risk
and the freedom of independence” (p. viii). According to the U.S. Department of
Education (2002), 1,646 public degree-granting institutions eligible to participate in
federal financial-aid programs enroll 11.9 million students, or 77% of enrollment
nationwide. In contrast, 2,312 private institutions serve 3.6 million students. The
demand for higher education continues to increase as the number of high school
graduates escalates and the nontraditional student population grows (Meline, 2003). The
U.S. Department of Education projects college enrollment to increase by 10% from 2001
to 2010 (Almanac, 2002). Of the predicted 1.74 million new students, slightly over 33%
are expected to enroll in two-year colleges. Already, many institutions are reporting
record numbers of students (Meline, 2003). Meline (2003) states that, in response to the
increase, some two-year colleges are reconsidering their open door admission policies
and are capping enrollment due to funding shortages and physical plant capacities.
However, not every sector of higher education may prosper equally from the projected
growth in the number of college-bound individuals. Robert Massa, a senior administrator
at Dickinson College, warns that private education may not experience an upswing since
economic realities are causing families to scrutinize the value of the independent college
(Meline, 2003). The U.S. Department of Education expects that only 25% of the
projected growth to 2010 will be realized by the private sector (Almanac, 2002).
Considering this limited share of the anticipated growth, the well-being of private higher
education may be threatened.
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The value and importance of the non-profit private sector of higher education has
been recognized throughout the relevant literature. Hoffman (1990) believes, “Private
colleges are among the most visible fruits of a pluralistic society” (p. 16). Shulman
(1974) maintains that these institutions make valuable contributions to the American
system. She states the following:
Private institutions provide variations in size, philosophy, curricula, and
communal feeling that are not generally available in public colleges; second,
private higher education exercises, by its very existence and through its
leadership, a preventive pressure against excesses of governmental interference in
the academic life of public colleges. (p. 2)
In a 1975 report, the Association of American Colleges emphasized the vital role of
private education in maintaining a pluralistic higher education environment. The report
points to numerous advantages of the presence of the private sector, including its ability
to bring competition to an otherwise public monopoly; its commitment to the
preservation of liberal education; and, its situation as a haven for academic freedom,
unfettered by political influence.
The non-profit private sector of higher education includes a diverse group of
institutions that range from elite, highly-selective universities to small, rural liberal arts
colleges. A comparison of the profiles of any two randomly-selected private institutions
would likely reveal their distinctiveness. Size, affiliation, and curriculum represent three
traits upon which classification is feasible. Eighty-five percent of all private colleges
each enroll less than 2,500 students (Almanac, 2002). Despite their relatively small size,
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West (1982) heralds the presence of these small private colleges as “a valuable
contribution not only to their own students but to the entire higher education system and
to society as well” (p. 17). The majority of small private colleges are affiliated with
religious organizations, offer liberal arts curricula, and are situated in rural locales (Astin
& Lee, 1972).
Discussions related to the fragile state of the private, non-profit college have
overwhelmingly centered on the four-year institution. The two-year private college
environment has received less attention. While many issues are common to both the
junior and senior institution, the two-year college faces a set of unique opportunities and
challenges. The history of the two-year, non-profit private college spans over 150 years
and began with the founding of Lasell Female Academy in 1851 (Woodroof, 1990b). As
in the case of the private four-year college, the earliest two-year institutions were churchrelated schools. Whereas the first American colleges were modeled after European
counterparts, the concept of the two-year college originated in the United States (Council
for Financial Aid to Education, 1973). Woodroof (1990a) credits the two-year private
institution, or so-called private junior college, with having “ushered in the egalitarian
movement offering higher education to the masses in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries” (p. 83). The earliest of these colleges provided liberal arts curricula
with a fundamental interest in moral development. Regardless of their status as either
religious or independent, the majority of two-year private colleges have sustained these
underlying commitments with a “mission to provide personalized instruction in an
environment that promotes continued educational development and social consciousness”
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(Institute for Higher Education Policy, 1995, p. 9). Hoffman (1990) characterizes the
two-year private college in the following description:
. . . it has appealed to those who may have felt ill at ease in a larger setting; it has
attracted those whose intellectual skills may have been hampered by inadequate
secondary school training; and it has ordinarily been less expensive than the
private four-year college, although more expensive than the public two-year
institution since the advent of the community college. The emphasis has usually
been on the liberal arts rather than on vocational studies, and many have looked
upon the private junior college as an excellent place to more adequately prepare
for the last two years at a baccalaureate institution. (p. 9)
The private junior college system expanded at a steady rate for the first half of the
twentieth century, reaching its pinnacle in the early 1940s when nearly 350 institutions
served over 100,000 students (Williams & Colby, 1991). By the mid-1940s, the growth
of the private system began to slow. One of the contributions to the deceleration was the
proliferation of the public community college, an institutional type characterized by low
tuition levels and open admission policies. In The Community College Story, Vaughan
(2000) gives a historical account of the number of two-year colleges in existence between
1900 and 1998. While there were zero public and eight private community colleges
operating in 1900, there were 337 public and 311 private two-year institutions by 1950
(p.1). The publicly controlled colleges continued to proliferate over the next four
decades, reaching a pinnacle in 1990 with 1,282 institutions. Between 1945 and 1995,
the number of private colleges declined at an average rate of 31 institutions each decade
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and rested at 137 in 1998. As stated by Williams and Colby (1991), financial difficulties
due to small enrollments significantly contributed to the initial decline in two-year private
colleges. With regard to enrollment, the figures for public and private institutions mirror
the data related to the number of institutions. Between 1950 and 1988, nationwide
enrollment declined by 55% for two-year private colleges and increased by 90% for their
public counterparts.
Yet, the two-year private college has demonstrated significant strengths that have
fortified its presence in the American postsecondary education landscape. Woodroof
(1990a) states, “Documentation proves that these institutions are meeting the educational
objectives to which they have dedicated their efforts” (p. 90). Successful academic and
professional careers of its graduates, as well as the loyalty and commitment of its faculty,
have further distinguished the two-year private college. Woodroof claims that
“thousands of junior college students are enjoying successes they may not have otherwise
because of the dedication of faculty not as interested in national acclaim or salary level as
they are in the futures of their students” (p. 90). Other scholars consider the private
college’s values-oriented approach and promotion of social consciousness as
distinguishing characteristics. Private colleges have the opportunity to implement
programs with an ethical and moral base in response to confusion about values and
priorities. Hoffman (1990) asserts that “the private junior college is in a unique position
to play an increasingly important role with regard to the teaching of values” (p. 11).
Astin and Lee (1972) label the small private institution as “invisible” due to its
remote position from public awareness. Their study of the invisible college was driven
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by the researchers’ concern for the continued existence of the small, liberal arts
baccalaureate institution. They contend that these institutions are the most likely among
all higher education institutions to become extinct due to three primary issues: (a) they
receive limited state support and find themselves in weak positions in the quest for
federal grants; (b) financial realities translate into challenges to attract students with
alluring financial aid packages; and (c) church-relatedness issues face many of these
institutions as they consider the effects of denominational affiliation on image, mission,
and enrollment. Similar issues threaten the future of the two-year private college, an
institutional type described as a “resilient, archetypal alternative to traditional higher
education” (Woodroof, 1990, p. 3). According to Hoffman (1990), two-year private
institutions receive an average of 17.8% of their total revenue from state and federal
sources, while public community colleges receive an average of 62% in this category.
With respect to financial realities, the average private college relies on tuition and fees
for at least 55% of its revenue in contrast to 16.1% for publicly-supported schools.
Finally, given that one-third of private junior colleges are church-related, they face the
same issues related to denominational affiliation as the four-year religious colleges.
Critical analyses have identified numerous challenges burdening the two-year
private college. In 1963, the American Association of Junior Colleges (AAJC)
considered the most significant problems facing the two-year private college to be the
lack of “clear, fully defensible educational purposes and the ability to communicate them
to a wide variety of publics” (p. 58). The Institute for Higher Education Policy (1995)
adds that the two-year private college’s failure to definitively articulate its mission will
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likely impact the ability to acquire and sustain adequate human and financial resources.
Williams and Colby (1991) state that one of the greatest threats to the two-year private
college continues to be competition with public community colleges for students. Open
admission policies and comparatively low tuition levels, along with a strong emphasis on
vocational education, represent intuitively attractive characteristics of the public
community college. The private college sharply contrasts such a depiction with
established admission requirements, elevated tuition and fees, and a liberal arts
curriculum. Research conducted by the Institute for Higher Education Policy (1995)
suggests that the two-year private college has a reputation of being exclusive or elitist, a
characterization stemming from its early history. Shulman (1974) echoes concern for the
future of the small private college and attributes the decline in enrollments to issues of
visibility and changes in student educational objectives (p. 1).
The issue of financial stability is of particular concern for the two-year private
college. Like all of private higher education, the two-year institution relies heavily on
tuition, gift, and endowment revenue. Dickmeyer (1982) considers tuition setting as the
primary determinant of the private junior college’s success or failure. Given the heavy
reliance on tuition dollars by private institutions, the ability to establish rates that are both
attractive to students and sufficient for operation is critical to institutional endurance.
Clearly, enrollment levels at two-year private colleges have the capacity to impact
institutional financial health more dramatically than at their public counterparts where
tuition revenues account for a considerably smaller portion of the educational and general
budget (Hoffman, 1990). Small enrollments translate into financial instability that has
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initiated a cycle of tuition increases and enrollment declines at many institutions. For
institutions operating at “inefficient enrollment levels,” costs per student typically
increase at disproportionate rates (The Institute for Higher Education Policy, 1995, p. 9).
Woodroof (1990a) explains that operational inefficiency is achieved when the cost per
enrolled student significantly exceeds that of competitive sectors, and he classifies
institutions with 500 or fewer students as inefficient. He points out that it takes as many
administrative staff persons to support a school of 200 students as it does to operate an
institution twice that size. Furthermore, few small colleges of any type possess sufficient
endowments to support a base level of operation. Mayhew (1962) suggests that the
reliance on current revenue from investments, gifts, and tuition has created a “hand-tomouth existence” for the small private college (p. 94).
Research specifically related to the church-related college identifies threats
similar to those facing the entire private sector. Moseley and Bucher (1982) include
among their list of hazards “lack of clarity in role and purpose, financial exigencies,
increasing government regulation, competition among institutions within the sector, and
the temptation to become more secular or more religious to survive” (p. 49). As a sub-set
of the two-year private liberal arts college classification, the religious college is
vulnerable to the challenges facing the larger group as well as circumstances unique to its
specialized position as church-related.
The academic literature includes numerous sources that propose survival
strategies for vulnerable institutions. According to Williams and Colby (1991), survival
of two-year private colleges depends upon a number of intertwined issues: “their ability
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to effectively market their strengths, expand their enrollment bases, operate in a fiscally
responsible manner, and maintain strong leadership and a committed faculty” (p. 55).
Implementation of marketing strategies that alert the public interest to the purported
strengths of the two-year private college is one of the fundamental steps. Mitchell (1990)
suggests that differentiation and inventiveness in conjunction with innovative marketing
techniques are essential ingredients for enrollment growth. Cater (1982) contends,
“Survival can be won by each college distinguishing itself from other small institutions
and by demonstrating that the vital signs are more enduring than the predicted death
tolls” (p. 46). According to Hoffman (1990), a secure future for the two-year private
college depends upon careful control and wise governance. He advises governing boards
to prepare contingency plans that enable operation without any state or federal funding.
The Institute for Higher Education Policy (1995) urges the two-year private college to
project a new public image that embraces diversity and promotes a heterogeneous student
body. Assuming that the attraction of the growing non-traditional student market is
critical, the Institute believes that private institutions should implement “flexible
scheduling options and appropriate facilities, from computer labs to child care centers [in
order] to attract this population” (p. 9). Bowen (1982) believes that the two-year private
college is poised to succeed if it invests sufficient resources to the task of influencing the
values of students. From its inception, the church-related college, one of the subsets of
the broader two-year private classification, has been specifically recognized for its
attention to moral development. Hoffman (1990) encourages religious institutions to
maintain this commitment and “to emphasize the importance of examining one’s value
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system as an integral part of learning” (p. 15). Scholars debate over the degree to which
denominational identity and association affects institutional success. For instance, Fields
(1990) contends that colleges can attract larger and more diverse student populations by
becoming less sectarian.
Although discussions related to both private higher education and religious
education abound, the literature reveals limited evidence of scholarly discourse that
specifically addresses the status of the two-year church-related college, the place where
these two larger-scale categories converge. The Institute for Higher Education Policy
(1995) considers “their presence in current research and policy discussions virtually nonexistent” (p. 7). Gaps in the scholarly dialogue exist despite the fact that these
institutions have faced significant challenges for over forty years. Data related to the
two-year church-related college is scarce, primarily due to the fact that such figures are
most often imbedded within a larger classification. Reputable reference guides such as
Peterson’s Guide to Two-Year Colleges and The Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching include only those institutions accredited by a body recognized
by the U.S. Department of Education. Therefore, the catalog of two-year private colleges
currently in operation varies according to the criteria applied. According to U.S.
Department of Education data from 2002, there are 127 institutions in the United States
that are classified as two-year, non-profit private colleges. This data source does not
distinguish between independent and church-related status. Peterson’s Guide to TwoYear Colleges (2000) indexes 34 associate degree-granting, religious institutions. Based
on information from the National Center for Education Statistics and an independent
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random research survey, the Institute for Higher Education Policy (1995) reports that
there are 60 two-year colleges with religious affiliation.
Regardless of the precise number of extant institutions, two-year church-related
colleges constitute a relatively small portion of postsecondary options. However, their
significance cannot be assessed by this measurement alone. McGrath (1981) insists that
the continued presence and contributions of the two-year church-related college
strengthens all of higher education. Considering such a proclamation, the current status
of the two-year church-related college and its prospect for sustainability should be
reviewed and analyzed for the sake of higher education in the United States. Clearly, the
current decade has already been a devastating one for the two-year church-related college
body. Since 2001, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools has withdrawn
accreditation from three of these institutions. Is the two-year church-related college
entering its final hour or are there efforts in place for these institutions not only to survive
but to thrive? The question of the capacity for institutional sustainability resounds given
the documented period of decline. Thus, a study of the two-year church-related college
represents both a timely and important focus for research.
Purpose and Significance
The interest in the status of the two-year private college, as represented by the
attention given by scholars, has vacillated during the 20th and early 21st centuries. While
their presence in academe has been lauded as valuable, questions concerning their
capacity to compete with other types of institutions remain. In 1990, New Directions for
Community Colleges included a series of eight chapters entitled “The Viability of the
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Private Junior College.” This volume represents a comprehensive review specific to the
two-year church-related college from the perspective of seven contributing authors. In
the final statement of the volume, Woodroof (1990a) pronounces, “After nearly forty-five
years of decline, we have entered the decade of decision for the private junior college” (p.
92). At this time in the early 21st century, it is time to assess the status and position of
the two-year private institution. Astin and Lee (1972) defend the merit of their
examination of the small private four-year institution by “the fact that many of [these
colleges] may be in real danger of extinction” (p. 1). Likewise, the two-year private
college, and its religious sector in particular, has become an endangered species. In light
of the meritorious contributions to the students and communities it serves and given the
precarious position it occupies, the two-year private college deserves attention.
The purpose of this study is to examine issues specifically related to the
sustainability of the two-year church-related college with the seven United Methodist
colleges serving as the cases for review. This study identifies significant opportunities
and threats perceived by chief executive officers that affect the viability of these
representative institutions. Ultimately, the study documents the strategies employed by
these schools to ensure their continued existence. The researcher seeks to strengthen the
empirical foundation for an informed discussion of the issues affecting this unique sector
of higher education and, specifically, to identify relevant variables that may be used in
subsequent research efforts.
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Research Questions
The research study identifies significant opportunities and threats facing two-year
United Methodist colleges and describes the strategies used to address these issues. The
following research questions served as a basis for conducting the study:
1. What issues are most significant to the sustainability of the two-year United
Methodist colleges according to their chief executive officers?
2. What events or circumstances do these presidents consider to be an influence
on the health of these institutions?
3. What strategies are employed to maximize opportunities and minimize threats
in order to ensure sustainability?
Brief Description of Methods and Procedures
A qualitative research approach was used for this study. The researcher
investigated issues affecting the sustainability of the two-year United Methodist college.
Furthermore, the study identified strategies used by the sample institutions to maximize
opportunities, reduce vulnerabilities, diminish risks, and maintain viability. The inquiry
involved the examination of the seven United Methodist affiliated institutions that are
located within the jurisdiction of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
(SACS). When compared to the characterization of the two-year private college by the
Institute for Higher Education and Policy (1995), it is clear that this sample mirrors the
overall two-year private college population. According to research conducted by the
Institute, the average two-year private college enrolls 482 students, more than one-third
are religiously affiliated, and most of the church-related institutions are located in the
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southern states. According to their chief executive officers, four of the colleges selected
for this study enroll fewer than 600 students, while the other institutions are slightly
larger with the most sizeable reporting 771 students. Of the private, associate-degree
granting colleges located within the jurisdiction of the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools (SACS), 58% are defined as “sponsored by or affiliated with a particular
religious group or having a nondenominational or interdenominational religious
orientation” (Peterson’s Guide, 2000). While nearly half of the church-related colleges in
the nation are affiliated with the Catholic Church, 53% of the two-year church-related
colleges in the SACS region are associated with the Methodist church.
The research relied upon interviews and document review as the methods of data
collection. Interviews with presidents of the selected institutions were conducted using a
semi-structured interview approach, as defined by Merriam and Associates (2002).
Protocol questions, derived from the research questions, served as structured queries that
allowed open-ended responses (see Appendix A).
As a means of soliciting participation, the researcher contacted each president to
provide an overview of the study (see Appendix B). Those accepting were provided a
copy of the study’s research and protocol questions, which served to guide the interview
conversations. The researcher requested that interview sessions take place on the
individual campuses. If an on-site interview was not possible, the option of conducting a
telephone interview or submitting a written response was given. The researcher
requested that each interviewee provide any appropriate documents pertaining to the
interview questions, including but not limited to mission statements, governance
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documents, the current college catalog, and the institution’s fact book. Following the
interviews, the researcher analyzed conversation transcriptions and documents to
determine both unique and common themes among the cases. Using coding processes to
identify categories and define themes, the researcher then prepared a descriptive analysis
and submitted the resulting narrative to the interviewees for verification and reaction.
Ultimately, comparisons were made across cases and conclusions were drawn.
Limitations
The researcher recognizes the following limitations of the study:
1. The results of the study are only generalizable to the seven colleges included in
the study.
2. The data gathered in this study from chief executive officers is limited by bias,
prejudice, and perception. Additionally, the short tenures of some of the presidents
involved in the study potentially contribute to perspectives that are limited in scope.
3. The data gathered in this study is limited by the following factors: information
provided may be incomplete or inaccurate, selective, and highly variable in quality.
4. This study is not designed to measure the appropriateness or effectiveness of the
strategies utilized by these institutions.
Definition of Terms
1. church-related: implies “a definite relationship, either legal, affiliated, or sympathetic,
to an established religious body or to some unit of such a body” (Patton, 1940, p.17)
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2. comprehensive institution: any institution that awards degrees at levels higher than
the baccalaureate degree
3. two-year college: any institution that awards the associate in arts or science as its
highest degree (Cohen and Brawer, 1996). The terms “community college,” “junior
college,” and “two-year college” are used interchangeably throughout the manuscript.
4. sustainability: having “the strength to survive and develop to fulfill its function on a
permanent basis with decreasing levels of external support” (Handbook in Assessment
of Institutional Sustainability, 2000, p. 7)
5. viability: “capability of existence and development as an independent unit” (Merriam
Webster Online, n.d.). The terms sustainability and viability are used interchangeably
throughout the manuscript.
Summary
American higher education is a conglomeration of institutions of various sizes,
unique missions, and diverse governance structures. The coexistence of private and
public sectors is a defining characteristic that has been lauded as a foundational strength
of the system in the United States. The first institutions established on American soil
were church-related colleges designed to serve very specific purposes. With the
establishment of the land grant institutions in the 1860s, the presence of a truly dualistic
public-private structure emerged.
Not all institutional types have been equally successful in terms of sustainability.
Two-year private colleges, many of which are affiliated with a religious sect, flourished
through the 1940s before beginning an extended period of decline that continues today.
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Identity issues, financial woes, and increased competition are among the challenges
facing the two-year private college. Given their size and scope, these colleges are
particularly vulnerable to what might be considered miniscule fluctuations in enrollment
and funding levels to larger institutions. The climate for the sustainable future of the
two-year private college does not appear to be improving. In 1995, the Institute for
Higher Education Policy chronicled the existence of 60 two-year church-related colleges
in the United States. One of the eight two-year United Methodist colleges in the United
States lost its regionally-accredited status within the last four years. In Mississippi alone,
the two remaining two-year church-related colleges discontinued their delivery of
college-level courses within the last three years due to loss of accreditation.
While significant efforts have been made to investigate private higher education
and church-related higher education, limited empirical research exists that focuses
specifically on the two-year church-related college and its precarious position within the
higher education landscape. In an effort to increase awareness of the two-year churchrelated college, this study explores the plight and potential of the two-year United
Methodist colleges from the perspective of their chief executive officers and identifies
strategies that have been implemented at these institutions to ensure sustainability.
Chapter 2 provides a review of literature related to the history and development of higher
education, the role of the private sector, the status of the two-year church-related college,
and an introduction to the two-year United Methodist institutions. Chapter 3 sets forth
the methods and procedures utilized to explore the research questions. Chapter 4 presents
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the results of the study, and Chapter 5 provides a summary of the study along with
conclusions and recommendations.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
History and Overview of American Higher Education
The American higher education environment is distinguished by a rich blend of
institutions differentiated by mission, size, governance, student profile, curriculum, and
delivery modes, among other considerations. The number of higher education
institutions increased from 9 in 1776 to 4,168 by 2002. The multiplicity that
characterizes this system mirrors the diversity of the nation’s population (Bogue & Aper,
2000). The pluralistic landscape of private and public institutions serves an expansive
spectrum of student goals, needs, and abilities. Today, students have the opportunity to
choose from large public research universities, private liberal arts colleges, public
community colleges, proprietary schools, virtual campuses, and military institutions, to
name some of the options available.
The earliest colleges in America were affiliated with religious organizations.
Prior to establishing an elementary and secondary system, Puritan colonists focused
attention on higher education with the establishment of Harvard College in 1636.
Colonial America patterned its collegiate system after the British university where
academe was strongly linked to religious denominations and was free of government
involvement. American higher education in the form of church-related colleges was
founded as a means of promoting the interests of the supporting denominations. In
20
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contrast to the multi-pronged missions of today’s institutions, the early college focused
on the delivery of a narrowly-focused curriculum for the purpose of training clergy and
civic leaders. Bogue and Aper (2000) further describe the heritage and mission of early
religious institutions in the following statements:
For the first 200 years of American higher education, from the middle of the
seventeenth century to the middle of the nineteenth century, the principal focus
was on the instructional mission, with a curriculum based in the study of rhetoric,
grammar, mathematics, and classical languages. The heritage of that mission lay
dominantly with English and European traditions, translated to these shores
through the English universities of Oxford and Cambridge. (p. 19)
Furthermore, these early colleges catered to the privileged class, represented both
denominational and governmental interests, and received financial support from colonial
legislatures. After the Revolutionary War, American higher education experienced a
growth spurt with the founding of approximately 250 institutions by the mid-1800s
(Shulman, 1974). A new type of institution, the two-year college, was founded in the
early 1850s. Like its four-year counterpart, these institutions were church-related and
offered liberal arts-focused curricula.
Ben-David (1972) views the modern structure of higher education in the United
States as a complex sociological system that originated in the 1860s. Prior to that time,
postsecondary education had been monolithic in nature due to domination by religious
institutions in service to a limited segment of the population. Following the Civil War,
the complexion of American higher education began to experience significant
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transformations. Educational reformists called for heightened emphasis on skill
development and specialization. Thus, college curricula began to expand beyond the
regimented programs modeled by the earliest institutions with the infusion of electives to
support the pursuit of specialized disciplines (Shulman, 1974). The last four decades of
the 19th century mark the historical peak in the founding of colleges and universities.
During this period, 432 new institutions opened, 348 of which were private (Goldin &
Katz, 1999).
The public sector of higher education emerged under the provision of the first
Morrill Land Grant Act in 1862, establishing a public option in every state. The land
grant universities were established primarily in response to a national interest “to develop
the agricultural and technological capacity of America to support a country that was
growing in population and expanding in acreage” (Marcus, Leone, & Goldberg, 1983, p.
9). The rise of graduate and professional institutions further expanded the higher
education system, and vocational programs broadened the overall mission of postsecondary education. However, Shulman (1974) points out that the complexities of the
higher education system by the early 1900s confused the public and spawned widespread
debate. One side favored a more traditional, liberal arts-oriented emphasis while the
other side supported a more pragmatic, vocational approach. Strong advocacy on both
sides strengthened the pluralistic character of the higher education system by presenting
the merits of various missions, governance structures, and environments.
The student population significantly expanded after World War I and represented
a wide range of interests. The student body complexion reflected an unprecedented range
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of socioeconomic backgrounds (Shulman, 1974). Bogue and Aper (2000) state that
“what had begun in the seventeenth century as an elite system for the training of clergy
has evolved into a system of advanced education brought within the financial and
physical reach of almost every American” (p. 9). Referencing the impact of the Morrill
Land Grant Act of 1862, Bogue and Aper conclude the following:
The land grant movement heralded a transformation in access policy from the
elite to the laboring man, in the curriculum from the liberal to the practical, and in
purpose from knowledge for its own end to knowledge for applied ends. (p. 20)
Following the precedence set by the Morrill Act, Congress passed legislation that
expanded access to higher education with such measures as the G.I. Bill of Rights, the
National Defense Education Act of 1958, and the Higher Education Act of 1965 (Marcus
et al., 1983). According to Marcus et al., federal support “paralleled a perceived
compelling national interest: industrializing America, avoiding or reducing discontent
among veterans home from war, meeting the challenge of the Russians, meeting the
challenge of the American dream, and so on” (p. 1). In part due to federal financial
provisions, enrollment in postsecondary education increased across all sectors of higher
education. Shulman (1974) points out that 697,672 students were enrolled in private
colleges and 796,531 in public institutions in 1939. By 1972, enrollment had increased
by 68% and 89% respectively (p.11). As state appropriations became tied to enrollment
levels, institutions had significant incentives to grow. The slower growth of the private
sector may at least in part be attributed to a deliberate effort to keep enrollments low in
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order to conserve endowment resources while maintaining high per student expenditures
(Winston, 1999a).
Since the 1970s, American higher education has continued to expand in virtually
every respect. Infrastructure, enrollment, number of institutions, and programming
represent only a few areas of growth. Bogue and Aper (2000) include among the most
significant transformations of the last three decades the rapid expansion of public
community colleges. The roots of the public community college can be traced to 1901
with the establishment of Joliet Junior College, which was conceived as a postsecondary
institution naturally extended from a public high school setting (Vaughan, 2000). By
1925, nine states had established public junior colleges. The organization known today
as the American Association of Community Colleges (AACC) originated in the 1920s as
a national forum for two-year colleges, both public and private. Until the 1950s, the
number of two-year public and private colleges increased at steady, comparable rates. In
1950, the number of publicly-controlled two-year institutions surpassed the number of
private junior colleges for the first time. While the subsequent decades represent a period
of steady decline for the private two-year college, the 1960s ushered in a span of thirty
years of extraordinary growth for its public counterpart. Between 1960 and 1990, public
two-year colleges were founded at an average rate greater than two institutions per month
(Vaughan, 2000). Although public junior colleges originally focused on the transfer
function, the missions were later broadened to include vocational, continuing education,
and workforce development programs. Kane and Rouse (1999) point out another
significant function: the role of remediation as four-year institutions express a desire to
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limit the delivery of developmental course work. The flexible and responsive nature of
the two-year public college has been demonstrated further by the development of
programs designed to serve constantly changing labor market demands.
Although quality has been an issue of importance for higher education throughout
its history, a particular focus on assessment and public accountability in the 1980s
impacted institutions of all types. Over the last two decades, an outcomes-based, resultsfocused approach to evaluation has characterized the assessment movement affecting all
sectors of higher education (Bogue & Aper, 2000). Business-based quality assurance
systems such as Total Quality Management (TQM) and the Malcolm Baldrige criteria,
along with a myriad of other models, have been applied to higher education. A review of
the membership criteria of postsecondary accrediting bodies reveals a clear emphasis on
outcomes-based assessment. Also, legislatures in many states have linked appropriations
to performance criteria in response to public concerns and budgetary constraints.
The higher education environment in the United States experienced a significant
transformation in the 1990s with the firm establishment of a for-profit sector. Otherwise
known as “proprietary schools,” “trade schools,” and “career colleges,” for-profit
institutions have heightened the issue of competition (National Center for Postsecondary
Improvement [NCPI], 2001). According to Badway and Gumport (2001), the number of
two-year for-profit colleges grew by 78% between 1989 and 1999, while the number of
four-year for-profits increased by 266% (p. 6-7). The University of Phoenix, a for-profit
institution that operates primarily as a virtual campus, experienced phenomenal growth in
undergraduates from 10,000 in 1990 to 45,000 by 2000 (NCPI, 2001). Yet, exploratory
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research conducted by NCPI (2001) focusing on the growing prominence of for-profit
higher education, revealed that, despite the growth of for-profit colleges, their share of
enrollment remains small in comparison to two- and four-year public and private, nonprofit institutions. The study suggests that contributing factors to the small market share
include high net tuition levels and the lack of widespread regional accreditation. Data
from the 2001 NCPI study shows that the net tuition at a two-year for-profit college is an
average of $4,000 higher than at a public community college. In 1997-98, only 14% of
two-year and 60% of four-year for-profit colleges were regionally accredited (NCPI,
2001). Without regional accreditation, these institutions are not eligible to participate in
the Title IV federal financial aid programs, a clear competitive disadvantage.
Clearly, American higher education has evolved from its monolithic genesis into a
multi-dimensional system comprised of distinct institutional types. As a means of
categorizing the complex array of institutions, the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching (2000) offers a widely used classification system that includes
all degree-granting institutions of higher education in the United States accredited by an
agency approved by the U.S. Department of Education. The system is organized
according to institutional type (doctoral/research institutions, master’s colleges and
universities, baccalaureate colleges, associate’s colleges, specialized institutions, and
tribal colleges and universities) and control (public; private, not-for-profit; or private, forprofit). Table 2.1 shows the number of institutions included in each category in the 2000
edition. Associate’s colleges comprise the largest category by institutional type with 42
percent of the distribution, and private, not-for-profit institutions top the control category
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with almost 43 percent of the total. The Carnegie classification system further
dichotomizes the six institutional categories included in Table 2.1 into 18 subdivisions,
which yields 54 institutional categories when coupled with type of control. The diverse
landscape of modern postsecondary education in the United States is clearly illustrated by
this taxonomic system.
TABLE 2.1 Number of Higher Education Institutions by Carnegie Classification
Public
Doctoral/Research

Private,

Private,

Total

not-for-profit

for-profit

166

93

2

261

272

331

8

611

91

499

16

606

1,025

159

485

1,669

67

593

106

766

22

6

0

28

1,643

1,681

617

3,941

Universities
Master’s Colleges and
Universities
Baccalaureate
Colleges
Associate’s Colleges
Specialized
Institutions
Tribal Colleges and
Universities
Total

Note. Adapted from The Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education,
2000.
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Public versus Private
Institutions may be categorized by general level of control –public and private –
as a means of identifying differences at a macrocosmic level. The public-private
dichotomy of the higher education system has been supported by the belief that
competition positively impacts efficiency and productivity. In the political realm,
countless instances of legislative actions taken to bolster direct student aid programs
demonstrate the commitment among policy makers to facilitate a high level of consumer
choice. Pusser and Doane (2001) point to portable student subsidies as key factors in
maintaining institutional diversity and high program quality. White (2003) outlines four
clear distinctions upon which the essential difference between the public and private
sectors is manifested – governance, legal environment, size, and revenue base. He
classifies the first two as “organic legal-structural” differences, or realities that are
intrinsic to the dual system (p. 50). With regard to governance, public institutions
typically function with small, politically appointed boards that often operate in an
adversarial manner with the chief executive officer. Private governing boards are
generally larger, self-perpetuating, and more cooperative with the president. In terms of
the legal environment, public institutions must adhere to state laws and regulations that
are either not applicable at all or applied differently on private campuses. State personnel
laws and purchasing procedures, for instance, apply to the public college, while
institutional policies guide the private college.
According to White (2003), radical disparity in size and revenue streams are the
most significant distinctions between the sectors due to their profound impact on
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organizational culture and operation. Table 2.2 includes the number of institutions,
enrollment, and degrees awarded for public and private degree-granting institutions that
are recognized by the U.S. Department of Education for Title IV financial aid purposes.
Despite the clear distinction between institutional types in terms of revenue and expense
streams, White (2003) defines the disparities as less pronounced than they were as thirty
years ago. Today, private institutions benefit from federal and state student financial aid
programs, grant and contract programs, and facility enhancement opportunities at an
unprecedented level. While 59% of all institutions are privately controlled, the public
sector enrolls 77% of the students and confers 79% of the degrees.

TABLE 2.2 Characteristics of Public and Private Degree-Granting Institutions,
2000- 2001

Number of Institutions
Enrollment
Number of Degrees Awarded

Public

Private

1,676

2,380

11,752,786

3,559,503

228,680

59,621

Adapted from Institutional Characteristics, Fall Enrollment, and Completions Surveys,
U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics (prepared 2002).
Fiscal operations differ between the public and private sectors, as well.
According to the U.S. Department of Education, private institutions receive an average of
14.3% of gross revenue from endowments, private gifts, grants and contracts and 16.5%
from government sources. In contrast, public institutions receive 4.7% and 51.0% from
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these respective sources. Private institutions rely on income from tuition for 43% of their
revenue, while public institutions draw only 19% from this source.
TABLE 2.3 Distribution of Revenues and Expenditures (1995-1996)
Public Institutions

Private Institutions

Revenues
Tuition and Fees

18.8%

43.0%

Government Support

51.0

16.5

Endowment earnings, private gifts,

4.7

14.3

Sales and Services

12.3

12.5

Other

13.2

13.8

Instruction

32.3

27.0

Research

10.1

7.7

Public Service

4.5

2.4

Academic Support

7.5

6.1

Student Services

4.9

5.4

Institutional Support

9.0

10.6

Scholarships and Fellowships

4.3

11.4

Plant Operation and Maintenance

6.7

6.1

Auxiliary Enterprises

9.5

8.9

Other

11.3

14.5

grants and contracts

Expenses

Adapted from Finance Survey, 1995-1996, and Financial Statistics of Institutions of
Higher Education, U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education
Statistics (prepared 1998).
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With regard to expenditures, the distribution of allocations by public and private
institutions differs by more than 3.5% in only two categories: instruction and
scholarships/fellowships. Table 2.3 details the comparison of revenue and expenditure
allocations between public and private institutions for 1995-1996, the most recent year
for which complete figures are available from the National Center for Education
Statistics. The public sector has increased fundraising efforts and is more heavily
involved in endowment development and capital campaign projects. Therefore, in certain
respects, the lines of distinction between the sectors have become less pronounced.
The Small, Private College
Each of the higher education institutional types has its own set of challenges and
opportunities. Recognizing the unique position of the small college within the scope of
higher education, scholars have described this sector using various labels. Hill (1959)
opens his account of the early days of the Council for the Advancement of Small
Colleges (CASC) with a chapter entitled “The Forgotten Colleges.” He defines the small,
forgotten college as those private four-year institutions enrolling less than 1000 students
(p. 2). Jonsen (1978) examines the plight of those institutions that the Carnegie
Commission classifies as “Liberal Arts II.” He technically describes the 547 schools in
the study as “small, private, less-selective liberal arts colleges” (p. 9). Astin and Lee
(1972) compare the American higher education system to a social caste system with an
elite upper class, a middle class, and a neglected lower class. Serving as the focus of
their study, this third group is comprised of small, private four-year institutions which
they define as “invisible” due to their obscurity and distance from the public interest.
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Astin and Lee’s study of the “invisible” college was driven by the researchers’ concern
for the continued existence of this particular sector of higher education. In opening
statements, the authors contend that “the fact that many of [these colleges] may be in real
danger of extinction makes a thorough examination of their problems and prospects
imperative” (p. 1). Astin and Lee point to three primary issues. First, these schools
receive limited state support and find themselves in weak positions in the quest for
federal grants. Second, financial realities translate into challenges to attract students with
alluring financial aid packages. Third, church-relatedness issues face many of these
institutions as they consider the effects of denominational affiliation on image, mission,
and enrollment.
The attention given to the small, private college has clearly been driven by a
concern for the welfare of these institutions and their secured presence within the scope
of American higher education. The value and importance of the private college has been
recognized throughout the relevant literature. West (1982) heralds the presence of the
small private college as “a valuable contribution not only to their own students but to the
entire higher education system and to society as well” (p. 17). Jonsen (1978) believes
that small private schools attract students with their particular values and unique
characteristics. Shulman (1974) maintains that these institutions bring valuable
contributions to the American system. She states:
Private institutions provide variations in size, philosophy, curricula, and
communal feeling that are not generally available in public colleges; second,
private higher education exercises, by its very existence and through its
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leadership, a preventive pressure against excesses of governmental interference in
the academic life of public colleges. (p. 2)
In 1956, the Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges was organized as a
voluntary association of then unaccredited four-year private liberal arts colleges. Of
particular interest to this group was the imperative need to gain regional accreditation.
Founding president K. Duane Hurley argued that the small college was caught in a
“vicious circle” in which regional accreditation was needed to secure funds and money
was needed to attain accreditation (Hill, 1959). In addition to the push for accreditation,
the original goals of CASC included increased funding, improvement of the educational
program, and improvement of the institutional visibility (p. 6).
While the private institution plays a vital role in the higher education scene,
complex challenges continue to severely threaten its continued existence. In general
terms, changes in the social and economic environment present significant challenges for
small private colleges (West, 1982). In terms of enrollment, the public sector was the
dominant force in higher education by the 1960s. The small private college faced
considerable competition in attracting students. Jonsen (1978) states, “Their best
students were prime candidates for the prestigious state universities; their ‘average’
students were attracted to state colleges; and their academically weaker students were the
natural clientele of the burgeoning community colleges” (p. 8). According to Shulman
(1974), loss of students to the public sector, low visibility, and changes in students’
educational goals are among those specific threats facing private higher education. She
claims the following:
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The pressures confronting every segment of higher education seem especially
burdensome to many private institutions.... If the enrollments and distinctiveness
of the private sector were to decrease significantly, however, the remaining
private colleges would be dwarfed by the large public college system, and public
institutions would lose the special contribution of the private colleges and
universities. (p. 2)
The vulnerable position of the small, private college is clearly acknowledged with respect
to pressures that impact their survival.
Church-Related Higher Education
The history of religious postsecondary education in America is interwoven in the
overall record of higher education. Wiggins (1966) defines the church-related college as
an institution that denotes its religious affiliation in official directories or enlists trustees
through church appointment or nomination (p. 267). In the Foreword of The ChurchRelated College (Wicke, 1964), T.R. McConnell states, “It is impossible to understand
the history of American higher education without knowing the history of the churchrelated colleges” (p. v). For its first 225 years, higher education was dominated by the
church-related institution. Within the boundaries of religious affiliation, the early
colleges were distinguished by their particular denominational linkages. Shulman (1974)
attributes the early establishment and proliferation of the church college to the interest of
religious denominations in expanding their realms of influence. Wicke (1964) adds that
education was one of the vehicles for an individual to serve religious purposes. In the
Foreword to Small Liberal Arts Colleges: Diversity at the Crossroads, J.D. Fife portrays
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the majority of institutions extent prior to 1862 as “privately controlled, small in size,
rural in location, their curriculum centered on the classics and moral development, and
their purpose to educate the clergy and a small number of the elite” (Jonsen, 1978, no
page number). Through the early 1800s, the delineations between church and state were
faint. Colleges operated under the authority of legislatures and received direct financial
support from the government. By 1820, clear lines began to form between higher
education and government. When the New Hampshire legislature attempted to exert
power over the authority of Dartmouth College’s board of trustees in 1819, the Supreme
Court upheld the autonomy of the college and declared legislative involvement a
violation of the institution’s rights (Marcus et al., 1983). The Dartmouth case articulated
parameters of government involvement in the administration of private higher education
for the first time.
Following the Dartmouth ruling, the American higher education system continued
to evolve in virtually every respect including institutional diversity, curriculum, and
pedagogical approaches (Shulman, 1974). Financial security and institutional
sustainability were urgent issues to colleges in the early nineteenth century. Referencing
the significant attrition rate, Rudolph (1965) states, “As many as seven hundred colleges
tried and failed before the Civil War” (p. 47). To survive, institutions battled to keep
expenses low and to increase revenue by such means as purposefully depressing faculty
salaries and implementing innovative fundraising techniques (Rudolph, 1965). Both the
creation and dissolution of institutions have been consistent themes for American higher
education. Ehrenberg (2000) succinctly states, “Institutions either succeed within the
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group of similar institutions with which they compete, try to evolve into more complex
institutions, or die” (p. 3).
The Two-Year Private College
During the first half of the 20th century, the term “junior college” was used as a
designation for institutions, both public and private, offering the first two years of
collegiate instruction (Bogue and Aper, 2000). According to Cohen and Brawer (1996):
During the 1950s and 1960s, the term junior college was applied more often to
the lower-division branches of private universities and two-year colleges
supported by churches or organized independently, while community college
came gradually to be used for the comprehensive, publicly supported institutions.
By the 1970s, the term community college was usually applied to both types. (p.
4)
Cohen and Brawer (1996) define the community college as “any institution accredited to
award the Associate in Arts or the Associate in Science as its highest degree” (p. 5).
Vaughan (2000) agrees with this fundamental definition of community college. He adds
that most community colleges are public and non-residential, rely on tax dollars, and
have open-access admission policies (p. 2). While there are many other subdivisions that
may be defined within the general context of the community college, two-year colleges
may be categorized as public, church-related, independent, or proprietary. Vaughan’s
description of the typical community college most closely matches the public community
college environment. For the church-related and independent institutions, admission
standards and residential life are defining characteristics. The non-public colleges benefit
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from state and federal funds through student-directed grants, loans, and scholarships
whereas the public college also typically receives direct allocations from the state and
district. Wiggins (1966) points to two defining characteristics of the two-year private
college: the majority of its students are drawn from a small geographical radius with
respect to the campus and the institution relies heavily on tuition income (p. 267).
The two-year private college movement began over 150 years ago with the founding of
Lasell Female Academy in 1851 (Woodroof, 1990b). Over the next nine decades, the
private junior college system expanded at an average annual rate of almost four
institutions. The private junior college reached its height in the 1940s with nearly 350
institutions in existence (Williams & Colby, 1991). After that time, the prosperity of the
two-year private college dwindled. “From 1950 to 1988, a time when the number of
colleges in America doubled and the number of college students quadrupled, private
junior colleges declined 75% in number and 55% in students” (Woodroof, 1990a, p. 90).
Table 2.4 traces the development of both the public and private two-year college between
1890 and 1988 in terms of institutions, students, and average enrollment. According to
U.S. Department of Education data from 2002-03, there are 127 institutions classified as
private, two-year, non profit and 1,081 colleges in the public, two-year category. The
same source documents 2001 enrollment levels for public two-year colleges as 5,996,701
and private, two-year institutions as 253,878. Hoffman (1983) argues, “in spite of the
extremely large difference in numbers of enrollees, the need for the private institution has
never been greater than it is today” (p. 3). In their early history, two-year private
colleges, like their four-year counterparts, were known for serving students from affluent
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socioeconomic backgrounds. However, the Council for Financial Aid to Education
(1973) states, “It is no longer accurate to regard the private junior colleges as serving
only a more affluent constituency” (p. 4).
In its 1947 report on the organization of higher education, the President’s
Commission on Higher Education stated that 66.5% of the 287 nonprofit two-year
colleges were church-related. With regard to support of private institutions, the 1947
Commission concluded “that both the junior colleges and the 4-year colleges under
private and church auspices have the fullest opportunity to be related to the movement to
improve the program of the thirteenth and fourteenth years” (p. 11). Howard (1982)
credits the church-related college with the ability to develop unique programs with a
religious base that bring issues related to values and priorities in American society to the
forefront.
In its first annual report on private education, the Association of American
Colleges (1975) championed the significant contribution of the private education sector
as a competitive force that impacts quality, a haven for academic freedom far from the
reaches of political interference, and a center for liberal learning. Hoffman (1990)
strongly states, “One cannot deny that the private junior college has served an important
segment of our society for the past one hundred years” (p. 9). He articulates the appeal of
the two-year private college in the following:
Since it is generally a smaller institution than the four-year college, it has
appealed to those who may have felt ill at ease in a larger setting; it has attracted
those whose intellectual skills may have been hampered by inadequate secondary
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school training; and it has ordinarily been less expensive than the private fouryear college…. The emphasis has usually been on the liberal arts rather than on
vocational studies; and many have looked upon the private junior college as an
excellent place to more than adequately prepare for the last two years at a
baccalaureate institution. (p. 9)
In its publication “Private Two-Year Colleges: Higher Education’s Disappearing
Sector,” the Institute for Higher Education Policy (1995) states that “the presence [of the
two-year private institution] in current research and policy discussions is virtually nonexistent” (p. 7). Data related to the two-year private college is often difficult to distill due
to the fact that in some cases non-profit and for-profit institutions are combined to form
one category or private and public two-year institutions are grouped together. As one
subset of the general “private college” body, the two-year church-related college exhibits
the same positive attributes and faces the same challenges as the other institutional types
in the category. The two-year church-related college also has its own unique set of
challenges and advantages within the competitive environment of American higher
education.
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TABLE 2.4 Historical Development of the Two-Year College
Institutions
Year

Private

Students

Public

Private

Average Enrollment

Public

Private

Public

1890

7

0

250

0

36

0

1900

27

0

1,000

0

37

0

1920

125

40

5,200

3,000

42

75

1930

258

178

29,000

45,000

112

253

1940

349

261

68,000

168,000

195

644

1950

296

326

104,000

454,000

351

1,394

1960

273

390

95,000

650,000

348

1,859

1970

170

850

75,000

1,950,000

441

2,294

1988

89

1,050

46,720

4,700,000

525

4,476

Note. From “A History of Resilience,” by R. H. Woodroof. 1990, The Viability of the
Private Junior College, p. 6.
Challenges and Survival Strategies
As evidenced by the decline in the number of two-year private colleges, these
institutions have faced and succumbed to a number of formidable obstacles. Williams
and Colby (1991) state that one of the greatest threats to the two-year private college is
competition for students with the public community college. Two-year private colleges
have traditionally focused on liberal arts curricula with a primary emphasis on the
transfer function. In a 1986 study of ten two-year private colleges, Schachter (1986)
found that the transfer rate averaged 74%. In contrast, the public community college has
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a broader educational program that offers occupational-technical curricula in addition to
the traditional college transfer options (Vaughan, 2000). Besides the attraction of diverse
educational programs, geographic accessibility and flexible scheduling are traditional
sources of attraction to the public community college (Kane & Rouse, 1999). Woodroof
(1990a) observes that “private junior colleges tend to survive in areas where the [public]
community college is not particularly strong” (p. 88). While the public community
college has been known for an open door policy, the private two-year college has
traditionally enforced specific selection criteria for admission. U.S. Department of
Education data from 1999-2000 shows that 62.4% of public two-year colleges have open
admission policies compared to only 9.3% of their private counterparts.
The rise of the for-profit sector has further agitated the competitive climate for
higher education. With regard to mission and curriculum, for-profit colleges typically
focus on short-term vocational training programs. Despite this clear overlap with the
public community college mission, Winston (1999b) contends that the private two-year,
four-year, and comprehensive institutions face the greatest threat from the proprietary
sector. In order to compete, these private institutions must diversify their revenue
streams. Ehrenberg (2000) suggests the expansion of continuing education efforts,
professional graduate programs, and commercialization of research as strategies for
diversification.
Shulman (1974) considers the financing of private higher education to be its
gravest problem. She includes among the threats: “escalating costs in the form of
inflation, fixed costs of tenured faculty and higher faculty salaries, and higher overhead
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costs and a decline in revenues” (p. 12). Small private colleges rely more heavily on
tuition income than their public counterparts. Tuition and fees comprise an average of
43% of private college revenues, while public institutions acquire only 19% from the
same source. “The special vulnerability of the small college is clear, and that
vulnerability, in part due to tuition dependence, will be accentuated as demographic
trends make enrollment stability harder to achieve” (Jonsen, 1978, p. 1). For the private
college, tuition increases are necessary when enrollments decline. However, higher fees
further narrow the potential market and require increased scholarship funds and tuition
discounting.
Wiggins (1966) identifies three areas of concern for the church-related college, in
particular: governing body control, accreditation and quality, financial strength. Prior to
the 1960s, clergy and church-appointed trustees comprised the majority of institutional
governing boards. Since that time, the church-related college has diversified the
composition of its board. Wiggins claims that the conservative boards of the 1960s
responded slowly to integration, which created homogeneous student body complexions
and retarded the assimilation of diverse campus population. Regional accreditation, as a
representation of educational quality, poses many challenges to the small private college.
In an analysis of a 1965 study conducted under the auspices of the Center for Applied
Research in Education, Wiggins found that at that time 39% of the two-year churchrelated colleges were unaccredited, all of which reported enrollments under 300. In
further analysis, he concluded that enrollment size is a significant factor in attaining
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regional accreditation. With regard to finances, private institutions in all categories rely
heavily on student fees to support the educational and general fund.
In 1990, Woodroof (1990a) declared, “we have entered the decade of decision for
the private junior college” (p. 92). McGrath (1981) considers few issues of greater
concern than the preservation of the system of private colleges and universities. So,
given the historical context and the current profile of the two-year private college, where
do these institutions stand? At a time when college enrollment is increasing at a steady
rate, the private two-year colleges have experienced decline. In light of the enrollment
declines, many private colleges have adjusted their educational goals, implemented new
types of programs, modified admission standards, and bolstered financial incentives in
order to attract students (Shulman, 1974). Some institutions have even changed their
status from two-year to four-year as a strategy for survival, while others have joined
public systems and relinquished their independent status.
Public opinion of higher education has been wrought with ambivalence, partially
due to the fact that the general population lacks understanding of the system (Mayhew,
1962). The public has questioned higher education’s focus, trustworthiness, and
accountability (Bogue & Aper, 2000). When applied to the two-year private college, the
significance of these issues clearly impacts public perception of this often forgotten
sector. First, the majority of two-year private institutions have maintained their focus on
liberal arts education as the public community college has invested in the expansion of
vocational education at the certificate and associate degree level. Public interest in the
liberal arts mission of the small private college has declined while the community college
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workforce development efforts have attracted higher levels of attention. Second, the
private sector in higher education has been labeled as a closed society where information
is held back rather than publicly disclosed. The perception that the affairs of private
institutions are less accessible, and therefore protected from public scrutiny, has raised
concerns of trustworthiness and accountability. Such perceptions may be slowly changed
due to disclosure requirements set forth by accrediting and funding agencies.
The two-year private college body currently lacks an active association that could
serve as a mechanism for institutional support. In 1969, the National Council of
Independent Junior Colleges (NCIJC) was established as an affiliate organization of the
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges for the purpose of supporting
the interests of the non-profit, two-year private institution. NCIJC disbanded several
years ago due to the fact that the number of private junior colleges no longer sufficiently
supported its continued existence (L. Barnett, personal communication, August 28,
2003). The American Association of Community Colleges serves as a professional
organization primarily for public institutions and includes less than 10 private colleges in
its membership. Although religious linkages serve as a type of confederation for some
institutions, the private two-year college lacks a cross-denominational professional
organization.
Focusing on one sector of the two-year college body, Wiggins (1966) very
succinctly states that “the future of the church-related college is not secure” (p. 276). He
forecasts that the sustainability of religious institution depends upon a clearly articulated
mission, the ability to secure additional support from church sponsors, and the convincing
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portrayal of goals to students, staff, supporters, and the general public. Institutional
visibility is one of the critical issues affecting the viability of the two-year private
college. Ben-David (1972) asserts that a primary challenge for institutions is “to attract
young people in sufficient numbers and with sufficient preparation to make possible the
operation of the college” (p. 37). The linkages between enrollment, student ability, and
institutional viability relate to fundamental issues concerning the struggle for colleges to
prosper. According to Ben-David, “the survival of the college or university depends on
the students. Their fees are an important part of the college budget, and without students
of reasonable quality the institution would cease to be supported from other sources” (p.
36). Astin conducted a study to determine the attributes that are most clearly associated
with institutional visibility (Astin & Lee, 1972). Enrollment size and affluence, defined
as the average academic ability of entering students, represent the two variables most
closely connected to visibility. Therefore, visible institutions, or those that have larger
enrollments and/or higher admission standards, are positioned to face fewer longevity
questions than their invisible counterparts. Ben-David refers to Astin and Lee’s construct
of invisibility as that “intangible quality known as prestige” (p. 38). In the case of elite,
Ivy League institutions, prestige develops out of the ability to attract outstanding
scholars, cultivate major donors, and adapt quickly to changes in the direction of
educational values. Other institutions acquire prestige by way of a commitment to
service or research. These issues of visibility and prestige in relation to institutional
viability may equally affect the two-year private college.
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Support is another critical issue affecting the viability of the two-year private
college. According to Ben-David (1972), institutions of higher learning “[cannot] exist
without effective leadership, since they have to conduct the affairs of a constantly
changing academic community, and have to secure the resources necessary to meet those
changes in a more or less open market and a fluid political situation in which institutions
rise and fall” (p. 25). Hoffman (1990) believes that failed colleges “probably do so
because of inept leadership, fiscal mismanagement, and a lack of vision and planning” (p.
16). Such contentions rest significant responsibility for sustainability on the chief
executive officer. Presidential leaders play a critical role in guiding colleges through
their clearly precarious position. West (1983) contends, “small colleges are more
dependent on presidential leadership than large ones are… [and] are thus more vulnerable
to ineffective leadership from the president’s office” (p. 20). According to Simmons
(1983), effective leadership and adequate financial resources are particularly important
issues small colleges since the margin for error is much narrower than for larger
institutions.
Institutions of higher education value community support as a key component of
their success. Strategies designed to harness public patronage include efforts: (a) not to
alienate any sizeable portion of the population or any significant local groups; (b) to
cultivate support from as many groups as possible; and (c) to monopolize the support of
certain groups in order to protect the institution amidst changes in the competitive
environment (Ben-David, 1972). Considering that many non-profit, two-year private
colleges are church-related, a considerable portion of the population may be alienated by
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denominational ties. Jonsen (1978) points out that the most visible and affluent private
colleges originated as church-related institutions but have severed denominational ties.
He attributes such secularization to pressures related to academic freedom and federal
pension plans. Bogue and Aper (2000) state, “For private higher education, a certain
ferment, and occasional outright conflict, have characterized relationships between
private institutions, boards of trustees, and associating/sponsoring organizations—
especially in the case of colleges and universities with religious affiliation” (p. ix). With
respect to the general public, lines drawn by denominational affiliation present challenges
in the quest to engender widespread support for the institution. At the same time, churchrelated colleges suffer from the inability to count denominational support as a given
amidst the competitive financial aid system offered by state-supported schools. In the
case of four-year colleges and universities, alumni constitute a natural monopoly.
However, the two-year college suffers from the lack of exclusive support from its
graduates since allegiance to a senior college may supercede consideration of the former.
Political support is equally difficult for the small private college to rally as those in public
office focus on the issues related to the sustenance of public entities. Described as
“minimally acknowledged in the policy arena,” two-year private colleges lack the
political clout that might otherwise help secure their future (The Institute of Higher
Education Policy, 1995, p. 9).
The Two-Year United Methodist College
Two-year private colleges, many of which are also church-related, face
significant challenges within the competitive market of higher education. The number of
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extant two-year private colleges is surprisingly difficult to ascertain due to incomplete
data sources and the variety of classification systems. According to a 1995 report of the
Institute for Higher Education Policy focusing on religious institutions, there were 60
two-year colleges with religious affiliation in operation at that time. Since the date of this
report, a number of institutions have closed their doors or lost their regional accreditation.
For example, Wood College and Mary Holmes College lost their regional accreditation
with the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools in 2001 and 2002 respectively.
One of these institutions is affiliated with the United Methodist Church, a denomination
well-represented in higher education. Wicke (1964) points out, “Methodism entered the
field of higher education relatively late, but once in the business it created institutions
more rapidly than any other Protestant body” (p. 8). In 1892, The Methodist Church
created the University Senate to oversee the establishment and implementation of
operational standards among its institutions. The Senate’s list of institutions eligible to
participate in the denomination’s student loan program constitutes the first accreditation
guideline in the United States (Wicke, 1964).
As one sector of the two-year church-related college category, the two-year
United Methodist college faces opportunities along with the multitude of challenges.
While the literature specific to the two-year United Methodist institution is limited in
volume, Table 2.5 summarizes critical strategies set forth in the scholarly research
regarding the sustainability of the two-year church-related college, in general.
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TABLE 2.5 Survival Strategies for the Two-Year Church-Related College
Clearly communicate institutional mission,
goals, and programs

Hoffman (1990); The Institute for Higher
Education Policy (1995); Wiggins (1966)

Expand curriculum, program options, and
scheduling

Hoffman (1990); The Institute for Higher
Education Policy (1995)

Focus on values-based education and
personal expression

Hoffman (1990); Mayhew (1962); Wicke
(1964)

Expand enrollments and operate in a
fiscally responsible manner

Ben-David (1972); Hoffman (1983);
Hoffman (1990); Mayhew (1962);
Shulman (1974); Woodroof (1990)

Ensure effective presidential leadership

Ben-David (1972); Hoffman (1990);
Mayhew (1962); Simmons (1983); West
(1983); Wicke (1964)

Secure additional denominational support

Ben-David (1972); Wicke (1964); Wiggins
(1966)

The seven two-year United Methodist colleges constitute a suitable set of institutions for
the exploration of the perceptions of chief executive officers with regard to institutional
challenges and opportunities, as well as strategies employed to ensure longevity. In
terms of institutional characteristics, Woodroof (1990a) provides the following statistical
profile of the two-year private college: (a) 66% enroll fewer than 600 students; (b) 66%
are coeducational; (c) average institutional age is 80 years; and (d) average tuition is over
$4,800 per year. Table 2.6 compares the seven United Methodist colleges to the
statistical profile of the two-year private college specified by Woodroof.
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TABLE 2.6 Characteristics of United Methodist Two-Year Colleges Compared to a
Statistical Profile of Two-Year Private Colleges
Fall 2004
Enrollment

Coeducational?
(Y/N)

Year
Founded

Tuition over
$4800/year?
(Y/N)

Andrew College

325

Y

1854

Y

Hiwassee College

380

Y

1850

Y

Lon Morris College

368

Y

1854

Y

Louisburg College

583

Y

1779

Y

Oxford College

600

Y

1836

Y

Spartanburg Methodist College

739

Y

1911

Y

Young Harris College

580

Y

1886

Y

The data show the following regarding the two-year United Methodist colleges: (a) five
out of seven institutions enroll less than 600 students; (b) all are coeducational; (c) all
have been in existence for more than 80 years; and (d) all tuition levels are higher than
$4800 per year.
Summary
The system of higher education in the United States is made up of a
heterogeneous mix of institutions. The existence of public and private educational
sectors has been heralded as a noteworthy strength of the American system. However,
some institutional types have fared better than others. For one, the two-year private
college, many of which are also classified as church-related, has experienced decline for
nearly six decades. Despite the critical status of these institutions, the attention given by
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scholars to investigate their plight has been limited. As stated by Astin and Lee (1972)
with regard to the endangered status of the small, four-year liberal arts college, it is
equally imperative to study the two-year private college, both church-related and
independent. The two-year United Methodist colleges represent a sample of institutions
that reflect the nature of the two-year private and church-related college. Therefore, this
study concentrates on the United Methodist colleges and represents one contribution to
the necessary discussion of the status and future of the two-year private college in the
United States.

CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to examine issues specifically related to the
sustainability of the seven United Methodist colleges. This study identified opportunities
and threats affecting institutional viability and documented the strategies employed by
these schools to ensure their continued existence. The researcher sought to strengthen the
empirical foundation for an informed discussion of the issues affecting this unique sector
of higher education and, specifically, to identify relevant variables that may be used in
subsequent research efforts.
The private junior college system prospered into the early 1940s in terms of the
number of institutions and the number of students served (Williams & Colby, 1991).
However, the growth of the private system began to wane in the mid-1940s, after which
time a consistent pattern of decline began. Scholars cite a variety of reasons for the
initial shift in the status of the two-year private college. For instance, Woodroof (1990)
points to the rise of the public community college, pressures of World War II, and
financial challenges due to low enrollments as some of the initial strains on the
previously healthy system. In the early 1960s, the American Association of Junior
Colleges (1963) considered the failure of institutions to define and communicate their
significance the most serious problems facing the two-year private college.
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The literature related to both two-year and four-year private institutions contains
references to survival strategies that may secure the future of these colleges. Williams
and Colby (1991) believe that efforts must be focused on marketing institutional
strengths, increasing enrollments, and attracting capable leaders and loyal faculty. Others
stress the need to increase visibility through community partnerships and political
relationships and to re-evaluate mission and purpose in light of the changing educational
climate. Given the recognized value of the two-year private college to the American
higher education system, the continued identification of vulnerabilities and risks, along
with the determination of strategic responses, is imperative.
This chapter outlines the methods and procedures used in the study. It restates the
research questions, presents the design rationale, data collection and analysis procedures,
and addresses validity and reliability issues.
Research Questions
The study explores significant opportunities and challenges facing the survival of
two-year United Methodist colleges and describes the strategies used to address these
challenges. The following research questions served as a basis for conducting the study:
1. What issues are most significant to the sustainability of the two-year United
Methodist colleges according to their chief executive officers?
2. What events or circumstances do these presidents consider to be an influence
on the health of these institutions?
3. What strategies are employed to maximize opportunities and minimize threats
in order to ensure sustainability?
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Approach and Rationale
Research is a process of systematic inquiry designed to explore, explain, describe,
or predict (Marshall & Rossman, 1989). Marshall and Rossman (1989) outline the
process as beginning with an awareness of an interesting phenomenon, proceeding with
efforts to describe, predict, or explore the phenomenon, and resulting in substance upon
which knowledge is expanded. In particular, qualitative research is an interpretive
process that is exploratory and descriptive by nature and may lead to the identification of
variables useful in subsequent explanatory or predictive efforts (Merriam, 1998). In a
discussion of criteria used to select a research framework, Creswell (2003) suggests that a
qualitative approach is ideal when little research has been conducted on the subject or the
important variables have not yet been identified. Morse (1991) further justifies the
qualitative approach as the most suited design for topics that are new or for issues that
have never been addressed with a certain population. This study qualifies in each of
these categories.
Given the complex context of the issues addressed in this study, the researcher
employed a qualitative approach that allows for the extraction of nuances and details.
Merriam (1998) lists five types of qualitative research commonly found in education:
basic qualitative study, ethnography, phenomenology, grounded theory, and case study.
The case study typology may be described as the in-depth examination of a specified
entity. As stated by Merriam and Associates (2002), “Qualitative case studies share with
other forms of qualitative research the search for meaning and understanding, the
researcher as the primary instrument of data collection and analysis, an inductive
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investigative strategy, and the end product being richly descriptive” (p. 179). The case
study approach is particularly appropriate for this study due to the researcher’s goal to
illuminate the significant challenges facing the two-year United Methodist college and to
document the variety of strategic responses employed by these institutions.
Data Collection Methods
This study investigates those conditions affecting the viability of the two-year
United Methodist college by means of purposeful sampling, a process that Patton (1990)
considers beneficial for learning about issues central to the purpose of the research. The
following seven institutions affiliated with The United Methodist Church and located
within the jurisdiction of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS)
comprise the case institutions: Andrew College, Hiwassee College, Lon Morris College,
Louisburg College, Oxford College of Emory University, Spartanburg Methodist
College, and Young Harris College.
Among the characteristic features of qualitative research as cited by Merriam
(1998) is that the researcher is the primary instrument of data collection and analysis.
The qualitative researcher relies on interviews, observations, and analysis of written
documentation as the primary methods of collecting data. Interviews and written
documents were used as data collection techniques for this study. Prior to the collection
of data, an Institutional Review Board form was completed and permission was obtained
to conduct the study (see Appendix E).
Interviews with presidents of the selected institutions were conducted using a
semi-structured interview approach, as defined by Merriam and Associates (2002). The
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research questions served as the springboard for the development of protocol questions
used in the interview sessions. Marshall and Rossman (1989) classify interviewees who
“are considered to be the influential, the prominent, and the well-informed people in an
organization” as elites (p. 94). The authors note several advantages of elite subjects such
as their overall view and understanding of the organization, their familiarity with the
legal and financial structures, and their ability to share details about policy, history, and
future plans. Accessibility issues and resistance to restrictive questions are among the
cited disadvantages. College presidents fit the description of elite subjects.
Prior to initial communication with the college presidents, the researcher
contacted the Associate General Secretary of the General Board of Higher Education and
Ministry (GBHEM) of The United Methodist Church and requested a letter of support for
the research study. The researcher contacted each president to provide an overview of
the study and to request participation (see Appendix B). They were provided a copy of
the study’s research questions and interview protocol questions, which served to guide
the interview conversations. Prior to the interview, the researcher requested that each
interviewee provide appropriate documents pertaining to the questions provided,
including but not limited to mission statements, governance documents, the current
college catalog, and the institution’s fact book. The researcher requested that interview
sessions take place on the individual campuses. If an on-site interview was not feasible,
the option of conducting the interview by telephone or submitting a written response was
given. Each interview was taped and later transcribed.
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Data Analysis Procedures
Qualitative data analysis involves systematic categorization, integration, and
interpretation (Gay & Airasian, 2000). Creswell (2003) describes the research process
from collection to analysis as the gathering of “open-ended, emerging data with the
primary intent of developing themes from the data” (p. 18). In this research study,
conversation transcriptions, along with documents submitted by interviewees, were
analyzed in accordance with the research and protocol questions. Data drawn from
interview transcriptions were coupled with document review data and a descriptive
analysis was prepared for each research question. This descriptive analysis, along with
institutional profiles, was provided to the interviewees for verification and reaction.
Results of these reviews were incorporated into the data analysis process. Finally, cross
case comparisons were made and recommendations were presented.
Stake (1995) describes the process of qualitative analysis as one that
“concentrates on the instance, trying to pull it apart and put it back together again more
meaningfully—analysis and synthesis in direct interpretation” (p. 75). The process of
data analysis for this study was guided by six steps outlined by Creswell (2003). After
the initial step of organizing and preparing the data by transcribing interviews and
classifying supporting documents, the researcher reviewed all of the data in order to
obtain a general impression and reflection of overall meaning. Step three entailed the
process of coding, by which categories were identified and labeled, and data was grouped
for further analysis (Rossman & Rallis, 1998). Step four involved the organization of
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categories into clusters, or themes. The fifth step was the development of the qualitative
narrative, and the final process was the interpretation of the findings.
Validity and Reliability
Researchers employ a variety of strategies to ensure that findings are believable
and trustworthy (Merriam and Associates, 2002). The concepts of validity and reliability
are closely tied to the credibility of a study. Unlike the quantitative realm, qualitative
research lacks measures of validity and reliability that are universally accepted (Lincoln
& Guba, 2000). Yet, Merriam (1998) emphasizes that sound qualitative research
addresses both of these concerns as the investigator proceeds according to ethical
guidelines. She adds that “The applied nature of educational inquiry thus makes it
imperative that researchers and others have confidence in the conduct of the investigation
and in the results…” (p. 199).
Internal validity is strengthened when reality is clearly represented. According to
Merriam and Associates (2002), “Because qualitative researchers are the primary
instruments for data collection and analysis, interpretations of reality are accessed
directly through observations and interviews…. Most agree that when reality is viewed
in this manner internal validity is considered a strength of qualitative research” (p. 25).
Merriam (1998) lists six strategies for bolstering internal validity: triangulation, member
checks, researcher’s biases, long-term observation, peer examination, and collaborative
modes of research. Creswell (2003) adds the presentation of discrepant information and
incorporation of an external auditor as legitimate strategies to strengthen internal validity.
Other strategies, varying in terms of frequency of use and ease of implementation, are
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mentioned in the literature. From a procedural perspective, Creswell (2003) recommends
the use of one or more recognized strategies. Triangulation is commonly mentioned as
one of the devices for enhancing internal validity in qualitative research (Creswell, 2003;
Denzin, 1978; Marshall & Rossman, 1989; Merriam, 1998; Patton, 1990). Merriam
(1998) succinctly captures the essence of triangulation as “using multiple investigators,
multiple sources of data, or multiple methods to confirm the emerging findings” (p. 204).
This study relied on multiple data sources -- interviews and document analysis -- as one
means of ensuring internal validity. Member checks, or the process by which subjects
review tentative findings, were used to make certain that information had been accurately
represented. In this study, interviewees were asked to review the narrative descriptions
of their cases, and their feedback was incorporated into the data analysis process. To
further strengthen internal validity, this study includes a statement regarding the
researcher’s biases (see Appendix D).
Qualitative research has been criticized by positivist thinkers who question the
generalizability, or external validity, of interpretive studies. Others believe that “the
general resides in the particular” (Merriam, 1998, p. 210). This study utilized three
strategies to enhance generalizability: rich narrative descriptions intended to allow
readers to determine transferability where appropriate; institutions representative of a
significant sector of the two-year, private college population; and a multisite design that
lends the study to the development of themes (Merriam, 1998). At the same time,
generalization is not the ultimate goal of the study. Instead, as described by Stake (1995),
case studies are about “particularization” where the focus is on the unique qualities of
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various situations (p. 8). Here, the greatest interest lies in the quest to gain an in-depth
understanding of seven particular cases.
Quantitative researchers measure reliability according to a study’s ability to be
replicated. According to Marshall and Rossman (1989), “Qualitative research does not
pretend to be replicable” (p. 148). Instead, qualitative researchers are interested in
“whether the results are consistent with the data collected” (Merriam and Associates,
2002). Reliability depends upon the perception of others that the results are consistent
with the collected data. Triangulation, as a means of obtaining dependable data, was
used in this study as a strategy for ensuring reliability as it relates to qualitative research.
Summary
The qualitative approach was appropriate given the study’s purpose and research
questions. The selected research approach facilitated an in-depth and detailed
investigation into an endangered sector of American higher education. Interviews with
elite subjects and document analysis were used as data sources, the multiplicity of which
supports triangulation for purposes of validity and reliability. Member checks, disclosure
of researcher bias and discrepant information, and incorporation of rich narratives were
additional means of developing a credible, authentic study. Research results were
presented by means of detailed descriptions and cross case comparisons after which
conclusions were provided. Marshall and Rossman (1989) regard research that is
“knowledge building” as worthwhile (p. 22). The researcher intends for this study to
make a worthwhile contribution to the scholarly discourse regarding the future of the
two-year United Methodist college.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to examine issues related to the sustainability of the
two-year United Methodist colleges from the perspective of their chief executive officers.
Specific goals of the study were to identify significant opportunities and threats affecting
the viability of these institutions and to document the strategies employed to ensure their
continued existence. Ultimately, the researcher intended to strengthen the empirical
foundation for an informed discussion of the issues affecting this unique sector of higher
education and to identify relevant variables that may be used in subsequent research
efforts.
A qualitative research design was used for the study. The population, which also
served as the sample for the study, was comprised of the seven two-year United
Methodist colleges in the United States. Data was collected from personal interviews and
written documents. First, this chapter presents response rates for (a) interviews, (b)
requests for written documentation, and (c) requested reviews of analyzed data by study
participants. Second, the research findings are presented and are organized according to
the research questions. As a result of the data analysis process involving the
identification of categories and themes, a descriptive narrative was prepared.
Documented strategies (Gay & Airasian, 2000; Merriam, 1998; Merriam & Associates,
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2002) were used to strengthen the research design, temper researcher bias, and bolster
validity and reliability. The study relied on multiple data sources -- interviews and
document analysis -- to achieve triangulation as a means of ensuring reliability. Member
checks, or the process by which participants reviewed tentative findings, and the
subsequent reactions were used to strengthen internal validity. Finally, a statement
regarding the researcher’s biases is included in the appendices section of this document
as a means of clearly communicating preferences related to the research topic.
Response Rates
Currently, there are seven two-year colleges affiliated with the United
Methodist Church in existence: Andrew College, Hiwassee College, Lon Morris College,
Louisburg College, Oxford College of Emory University, Spartanburg Methodist
College, and Young Harris College. All of these institutions are located within the
jurisdiction of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) and currently
hold membership status with this regional accreditation agency. A personal, face-to-face
interview was conducted with the chief executive officer of each institution. Classified as
elite subjects according to criteria established by Marshall and Rossman (1989), the chief
executive officers shared their perspectives regarding the sustainability of the two-year
United Methodist college in response to a series of protocol questions. Particular
advantages to the involvement of the institutions’ presidents include their overall view
and understanding of the organization, their familiarity with the legal and financial
structures, and their ability to share details about policy, history, and future plans.
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Prior to initial communication with the college presidents, the researcher
contacted the Associate General Secretary of the General Board of Higher Education and
Ministry (GBHEM) of The United Methodist Church and requested a letter of support for
the proposed research study. On September 29, 2005, the Associate General Secretary
sent an email to the two-year college presidents strongly encouraging them to participate
in the study. The researcher then contacted each president by email to provide an
overview of the study and to request participation (see Appendix B). This initial contact
also included a copy of the research protocol and an informed consent document. In six
cases, interview dates were scheduled in response to the email correspondence; whereas,
in one case, a follow-up telephone call was used to set a meeting date. Although
participants were given the option of conducting the interview by telephone or submitting
a written response, all of the participants opted to meet face-to-face. Five of the
interviews were conducted in the presidents’ offices on the college campuses. Two
interviews were held in Atlanta, Georgia in conjunction with the annual December
meeting of the SACS Commission on Colleges. Although accessibility issues and
resistance to restrictive questions are among the cited disadvantages when involving elite
subjects (Marshall & Rossman, 1989), the interview response rate was 100%, all
interviews associated with this study were conducted through personal contact within
eight weeks of the initial request, and no resistance to the established protocol questions
was exhibited by any of the study participants. Furthermore, 100% of the interviewees
provided responses to the request for review of the initial findings, all of which were
received within 14 days of the request.
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Once the interview date was established, the researcher submitted a written
request that each interviewee provide appropriate documents pertaining to the research
protocol provided, including but not limited to mission statements, governance
documents, the current college catalog, and the institution’s fact book. As communicated
to the participants at the outset of the interview, mission statements and current college
catalogs for each institution were retrieved from the college’s website prior to the
scheduled meeting. Additionally, accreditation status statements, organizational
memberships, historical sketches and institutional facts, academic program and student

TABLE 4.1 Written Documentation Response Rate by Type and Means
________________________________________________________________________
Type of Document
From Interview
From Website
________________________________________________________________________
Mission Statement

0

7

Governance Documents

4

3

College Catalog

0

7

Fact Book

0

0

Other

8

NA

________________________________________________________________________
services information, and a variety of news releases and informational pieces were
accessed by the researcher through the institutional websites. Twelve additional
documents were provided by five institutions at the time of the interviews (Table 4.1).
Overall, reviews of institutional websites by the researcher resulted in a greater number
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of documents to support the study than submissions by presidents at the time of the
interviews. The tentative findings in the form of a descriptive analysis of the data were
provided to each participant of the study for verification and reaction. All seven
presidents responded to the requests for verification and reaction, and modifications were
made to the narrative to ensure the accuracy of the portrayals.
Analysis of the Research Questions
Three research questions were used to guide the investigation. A research
protocol comprised of 37 questions was developed to obtain data relative to the three
research questions and to collect institutional profile information. The first 11 protocol
questions focused on the following points that were utilized as a means of presenting an
overview of each college in the form of an institutional profile: location and history,
statement of institutional purpose, operating budget and endowment value, enrollment
and accreditation status, general personnel information, and the chief executive officer’s
professional background. The remaining 26 questions concentrated on the investigation
of the three research questions.
Institutional Profiles
All seven of the two-year United Methodist colleges are located in the
southeastern region of the United States and are accredited by the Commission on
Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to award associate degrees.
Additionally, these colleges are recognized by the University Senate of The United
Methodist Church, which is the denominational body responsible for determining which
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schools, colleges, universities, and theological schools meet the criteria for listing as
institutions affiliated with the Church. Although clear denominational ties are evident,
the presidents agreed that The United Methodist Church does not directly influence
academic programs in terms of curriculum requirements.
Andrew College
Located in the southwest Georgia town of Cuthbert, Andrew College was
chartered in 1854 as Andrew Female College, becoming the second educational
institution chartered in the United States to confer degrees to women. The institution was
recognized for being the first college to offer physical education courses for women. In
1917, the college transitioned away from its 63 year history as a four-year institution and
became a junior college. Then, in 1956, the school became co-educational. The current
mission statement, which was adopted approximately ten years ago, follows:
“Andrew College is a small, residential, two-year college related to The United
Methodist Church. Its mission is to provide an academically challenging liberal
arts curriculum within a nurturing community.”
Andrew College has an annual operating budget of approximately $7 million and an
endowment of approximately $9.64 million. The student to faculty ratio is 12:1, and 90%
of the student body lives on campus. According to the chief executive officer, enrollment
has vacillated between 320 and 350 students in the school’s most recent history. Most
students are Georgia residents hailing from the lower three-fourths of the state. In
addition to in-state students, the college currently enrolls students from ten other states
and ten foreign countries. With respect to accreditation, Andrew College hosted a
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reaffirmation team from SACS in the fall of 2005, and is in the process of responding to
the recommendations issued by SACS. In June 2006, the College will receive a response
to its reaffirmation application from SACS.
The institution employs 6 administrative officers, 27 full-time faculty, and 25
staff. On August 12, 2002, David A. Palmer became the president of Andrew College.
His professional background includes an emphasis in the area of student life and service
at both public and private institutions. For the 21 years prior to joining Andrew College,
Palmer had been associated with Hanover College, a small, four-year liberal arts college
affiliated with the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A) in southeastern Indiana.
Hiwassee College
Hiwassee College is located along the eastern border of Tennessee on the
outskirts of Madisonville. Following a 24 year evolution as a preparatory and secondary
school, the college was chartered in 1850 to include post-secondary programs of study.
A new charter was issued in 1908 when the college became officially linked to the
Methodist Church and reorganized as a junior college. The college is recognized as the
oldest private institution in the state of Tennessee. According to the chief executive
officer, the essence of the institution’s mission has not changed during the college’s 155year history. The following wording was adopted in the mid 1990s:
“The Mission of Hiwassee College is to provide an educational environment
within which each individual may fulfill his or her mental, physical, social, and
spiritual potential. This Mission is rooted in the desire of Hiwassee's founders to
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establish an institution which would provide a quality Christian education for
students, including those of limited financial means.”
Hiwassee College has a $5.6 million annual operating budget and a $9.4 million
endowment. The student to faculty ratio is 15:1, and the chief executive officer reported
that enrollment has been averaging 380 students for several years. The College’s
recruiting efforts are primarily targeted to a 100 mile radius from the campus. Currently,
84% of the student body are Tennessee natives, and 80% are from the Appalachian
region. Hiwassee College’s accreditation was reaffirmed by SACS in December 2000.
Follow-up reporting was requested, and the College was placed on warning in 2002. In
December 2004, SACS took action to remove the College from membership and status as
an accredited institution based its belief that Hiwassee did not have adequate financial
resources. The college appealed. In March 2005, the College filed suit against SACS in
U.S. District Court. Currently, a court-issued restraining order against SACS is in effect
and the membership and regional accreditation of Hiwassee College is in tact until further
rulings are made in District Court.
The institution employs 7 administrative officers, 20 full-time faculty, 7 part-time
faculty, and 48 staff. Fifty percent of the faculty holds a terminal degree. On February
11, 2003, James Noseworthy became the president of Hiwassee College. His
professional background includes 25 years of involvement with higher education.
Immediately prior to his tenure at Hiwassee College, Noseworthy served as Assistant
General Secretary for the Division of Higher Education of the General Board of Higher
Education and Ministry (GBHEM) of The United Methodist Church.
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Lon Morris College
Situated in the eastern Texas town of Jacksonville, Lon Morris College was
founded in 1854 as a two-year college for women and is recognized as the oldest twoyear institution in the state. According to the chief executive officer, the college mission
has remained unchanged during the institution’s long history. The following version was
adopted during the 1994-1995 academic year to replace the former statement of purpose:
“The mission of Lon Morris College is to offer a quality liberal arts education
within a Christian community that allows the whole person to develop and
mature.”
Lon Morris College has an annual operating budget of $8.5 million and an endowment
valued at $20 million. The student to faculty ratio averages 10 to 1, and all full-time
students, except those living at home and those 21 years of age or older, live on campus.
Recent enrollment levels have ranged between 325 and 370 full-time students. With
respect to accreditation, the College began the reaffirmation process in 2003 and hosted a
review committee in October 2004. The institution followed with a response report in
March 2005, and received notification in July 2005 that it remained accredited, but was
not yet reaffirmed. Instead, the College was placed on warning for one year and was
required to submit a monitoring report in April 2006. The Commission will review this
report and make decisions on reaffirmation again in July 2006. At that time, the
institution may be reaffirmed, placed on warning for an additional year, or placed on
probation.
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The College employs 9 administrative officers; 35 full-time and 8 part-time
faculty; and 45 full-time and 8 part-time staff. On July 1, 2005, Miles McCall became
the 18th president of Lon Morris College. His previous academic experience includes
nearly 20 years of service in both faculty and administrative roles at Stephen F. Austin
State University, a public four-year institution.
Louisburg College
Louisburg College is located in the north-central portion of North Carolina in the
town of Louisburg, a small community thirty miles north of the state capital. Having
evolved from its roots as Franklin Male Academy established in 1779 through its
designation as Louisburg College in the 1890s, the institution is recognized as the oldest
chartered two-year, church-related, coeducational college in the nation. According to the
chief executive officer, the mission of the institution has not changed since its founding.
The current version of the statement follows:
“Related by faith to The United Methodist Church, Louisburg College is
committed to offering a supportive community which nurtures young men and
women intellectually, culturally, socially, physically, and spiritually. As a twoyear residential institution, we provide a bridge for students to make a successful
transition from high school to senior colleges and universities.”
Louisburg College has an annual operating budget of $11.2 million and an
endowment valued at nearly $10 million. The student to faculty ratio is 23:1. The
College has experienced significant growth in the student body population as enrollment
has over doubled the 374 students in 2002 to the current level of 771. According to the
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chief executive officer, the fall to fall retention rate has increased from 55% in 2002 to
nearly 76% in 2005. Louisburg College is currently accredited by the Commission on
Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. The College began the
process of Reaffirmation of Accreditation in January 2004, submitted the Compliance
Document in March 2005, hosted the On-Site Review Committee in October 2005, and is
preparing the Response to the On-Site Review Committee to be submitted in March
2006. The Commission on Colleges will make a determination concerning future
accreditation in June 2006.
Louisburg College employs 150 personnel: 6 administrative officers; 41 full-time
and 43 part-time faculty; and 60 staff. Reginald W. Ponder was named Louisburg
College’s president in February, 2002. His professional background includes over 45
years of service to the United Methodist Church, with 23 years as a pastor. His prior
association with Louisburg College includes contributions to the operation of the
institution as a member of the Board of Trustees.
Oxford College of Emory University
Located in the small town of Oxford, Georgia thirty-eight miles from Atlanta,
Oxford College was founded in 1836 as Emory College, assuming its current name in
1915. Oxford College is one of Emory University’s nine major academic divisions and is
led by a dean, the designation for the chief executive officer. According to the College’s
current dean, the mission and purpose of the institution has changed during its history as
a variety of models have been implemented at Oxford College as an arm of Emory
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University. As part of strategic planning efforts in the fall of 2005, the following
statement was adopted as an expression of institutional vision:
“Oxford, attracting people to a place in the heart of Emory; a community, diverse,
caring for humanity, nature, and one another, driven by inquiry and dedicated to
excellence in undergraduate liberal arts education; a college, providing a peerless
and transformative learning environment, renowned for the leadership, service,
achievement, and support of its graduates.”
Oxford College has an annual operating budget of $21 million and an endowment
of $30 million. Approximately 10% of the annual operating budget is provided by
Emory University. The student to faculty ratio is 12:1 with average class sizes of 18
students and the largest classes limited to enrollments of 33. Fall 2005 enrollment
reached 683 students with 70% from the Southeast and over 40% reported that they come
from minority groups. The College’s most recent SACS visit was in February 2003, and
there are no significant requirements until the next visit scheduled for 2013.
College personnel include 7 administrative officers and 50 faculty, in addition to
approximately 100 support staff. On August 1, 2005, Stephen H. Bowen was named
dean of Oxford College. His professional background is distinguished by both
administrative and faculty experience at a number of institutions, including 23 years at
Michigan Technological University and 4 years as Provost at Bucknell University.
Spartanburg Methodist College
Spartanburg Methodist College, located in the northwestern corner of the state in
Spartanburg, South Carolina, opened in 1911 and is the only private, residential, two-year
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liberal arts college in the state. The institution’s mission has changed at various times
during its history. In 1927, the College, then known as the Textile Industrial Institute,
changed its focus by dropping the high school curriculum and adding the first two years
of college. While the chief executive officer believes that the mission may be revised
during the current strategic planning cycle, the present mission of the institution follows:
“The purpose of Spartanburg Methodist College, a two-year, coeducational
institution related to The United Methodist Church, is to develop the worth and
abilities of each individual through programs relevant to academic and personal
needs. The College strives for a values-oriented atmosphere in the Christian
tradition in which students can develop a sensitivity to the needs of others and
from which they can assume responsible positions in society.”
Spartanburg Methodist College has an annual operating budget of $12.5 million and an
endowment worth $14.5 million. The student to faculty ratio is 18 to 1, and 70% of the
student population resides on campus. According to the chief executive officer,
enrollment levels have steadily increased to 740 students after bottoming out at 503
students in 1999. Ninety-five percent of the students are native South Carolinians with
additional representation from eight states. From 1995 to 1997, Spartanburg Methodist
College engaged in the SACS reaffirmation process. Following a SACS committee visit
in October 1997, the institution addressed and satisfactorily resolved the deficiencies
within the ensuing two years and is currently at a fully-accredited status. According to
the institution’s president, the College has assembled a Quality Enhancement Committee
to work with constituents of the College, including trustees, faculty, staff, administrators,
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students, alumni, and representatives from the United Methodist Church to determine the
most appropriate focus of the Quality Enhancement Program (QEP). In January 2007,
the College will send a representative team to Atlanta for the official orientation to launch
the next Reaffirmation of Accreditation process.
The College employs 7 administrative officers, 23 full-time and 19 part-time
faculty, and 63 full-time and 33 part-time staff. Representing the longest term among the
seven institutions, Charles P. Teague began his tenure as president of Spartanburg
Methodist College on July1, 1997. His professional career includes approximately 19
years of experience at two-year private colleges. Prior to his current post, Teague spent
13 years at Brevard College where he was involved in transitioning the school from twoyear to four-year status.
Young Harris College
Located in the north Georgia town of Young Harris in the foothills of the
Appalachian mountains, Young Harris College was founded in 1886. After a fire in
1911, the College considered moving to another Georgia location; however, the Young
Harris community cried out against the relocation and assisted in the rebuilding efforts of
the institution. The mission of the institution has changed during its history at certain
points offering high school, as well as baccalaureate, programs. The following statement
of purpose was adopted in November 1998:
“The purpose of Young Harris College is to provide the first two years of a
baccalaureate degree in liberal arts for students who value and are attracted to an
institution with high academic standards and superior teaching. The College
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offers an environment in a beautiful mountain setting conducive to the
development of the Christian faith and character, opportunities for personal and
intellectual growth, and responsible citizenship. The institution also provides, for
both its students and the general public, programs, services, and facilities that
accommodate diverse educational, recreational, and cultural interests.”
Young Harris College has an annual operating budget of $15 million and an endowment
valued at $100 million. The student to faculty ratio is 15:1, enrollment levels are near
600, and 90% of the students are native Georgians. With regard to accreditation, the
College initiated the reaffirmation process in 2000 and hosted a SACS review committee
in 2001. After responding to recommendations for improvement, the College was
reaffirmed with no conditions. The next visit is scheduled for 2011.
The institution employs 7 administrative officers, 35 full-time faculty, and 84 fulltime staff. On July 1, 2004, W. Stephen Gunter was named president of Young Harris
College. His professional background includes 18 years of service at a four-year college
and 10 years at Emory University, a fellow Methodist institution.
Issues of Significance to Viability
Two research questions concentrated on those issues that presidents consider
significant to viability and were explored with nineteen protocol questions.
Sustainability and Institutional Strengths
The first research question explored presidential perspectives regarding those
issues that are considered most significant to their institutions.
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1) What issues are most significant to the sustainability of the two-year United
Methodist colleges according to their chief executive officers?
The following five protocol questions were designed to collect data addressing this
research question:
1) Do you consider the issue of sustainability an important one for two-year
United Methodist colleges?
2) Do you consider the two-year United Methodist college an endangered
species?
3) What is the single greatest strength of your institution?
4) What are other strengths of your institution?
5) Do these strengths directly impact the institution’s viability?
Six of the presidents quickly affirmed that they indeed considered the issue of
sustainability an important one for the body of two-year United Methodist institutions.
One president commented that he was not in a position to respond to this question both
due to the fact that he had been associated with his institution less than four months and
because his awareness of its sister institutions was limited. However, he did state:
“Until eighteen months ago, the issue of whether [institution’s name] would
continue to exist was circulating. This discussion has been transformed by a
‘watershed event:’ the newly appointed president of [our parent institution] held a
Board of Trustees meeting on our campus during which the College’s existence
was openly addressed. The outcome? [Our parent institution] needs more of
what [our college] has.”
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Likewise, the follow-up question related to the two-year United Methodist college’s
possible classification as an endangered species was met with a resounding “Yes” with
the exception of one participant who replied, “Possibly.” Explored in detail by Astin and
Lee (1972) with regard to the small, four-year liberal arts college, the designation of
colleges as endangered species within the context of a pluralistic educational system is an
issue clearly pertinent to the issue of institutional viability. Three respondents
specifically mentioned their consideration of the status of the two-year United Methodist
college as closely aligned with that of the small, four-year liberal arts college. One of
these presidents stated:
“Yes, our colleges are endangered. We often get lumped in with the community
colleges even though we are much more like the four-year liberal arts college,
fiscally and otherwise. Our lack of recognition hurts us.”
The next group of three questions concentrated on identifiable institutional
strengths and their impact on sustainability. When asked to articulate the single greatest
strength of their institutions, each president pointed to a unique characteristic that could
generally be categorized into three thematic areas: a focus on student success (four
presidents); the quality of the academic program and faculty (three presidents); and, the
residential aspect of the institution (one president). Among the group of four presidents
who highlighted student success, one described the unique opportunity his institution
afforded to students:
“Why do students choose a two-year college? Why not start at a four-year
school? Students have the opportunity to be engaged, to contribute, and to get
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involved right away at our institution. Freshmen and sophomores don’t have to
wait until their junior and senior years to have the opportunity to serve in
leadership roles. They get that chance the second they step onto campus.”
In concert with these comments, another president testified:
“Our focus is on students experiencing their first two years of college. All of our
energy, attention, and financial resources are focused on freshmen and
sophomores.”
One of the others in this group simply stated, “Our single greatest strength is our
commitment to our unchanging mission.” An examination of his institutional mission
statement reveals language that attests to student-focused, success-oriented goals. The
fourth president in this group claims that his institution’s greatest strength is “our 218
year heritage of serving and helping students.” Three presidents pointed to excellence in
academics and the quality of the faculty as their greatest strengths. One president stated:
“Our single greatest strength is the quality of instructional programs. That quality
is a result of pedagogy, not curriculum. The faculty makes the difference.
Discussion, not lecture, serves as the primary instructional method, and standards
are high here.”
Also defining the faculty as the premier aspect of the institution, one president said:
“Without a doubt, our greatest strength is the dedication of our faculty. They do
what they do because it changes students’ lives, despite low salaries. Current
students know this and prospective students see it, and that is what attracts and
keeps students here.”
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Another president defined his college’s greatest strength as academics and advising. He
considers the college’s mentoring and advising program “the glue that holds the campus
together.” One president directs his attention to another aspect as his institution’s key
component: residential life. He believes that the experience of residing on campus and
becoming immersed in the college community is a strong drawing card for his school.
When asked to comment on other strengths and their impact on institutional
sustainability, the presidents produced an extensive list of characteristics and
commitments. A number of the comments clustered around three themes: heritage,
environment, and mission. From a historical perspective, two of the presidents claimed
the operation of their institutions for over 150 years as a testament to success, a strength
in itself. One president described his institution as “one that has exhibited great tenacity
as it has faithfully served students for 156 years, even while weathering a number of
serious storms.” Another shared this sentiment:
“A 150-plus year history tells you that something is right. This institution is a
launching point, a tool that helps students get to another institution. [Institution’s
name] is not a destination; it is a process.”
Three presidents listed environment as a strength. One response focused on the safety of
the campus as something that helped significantly in the recruiting function by “making
Momma and Daddy happy.” The other two comments related to environment praised
their small town surroundings. One president stated, “This is a small, but growing, area
that attracts retirees to the quiet lifestyle. We hope to plug into this growing community
for personnel needs in the future.”
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All of the presidents identified one or more aspects of institutional mission as
institutional strengths. Four responses pointed to a sense of community as an attractive
component of their college’s environment. According to one president, “There is a focus
on shared futures here.” Another added an example of the activities that promote a
particular culture on campus:
“You can feel the genuine sense of ‘being together’ at [our college]. Over fortyfive members of our faculty served a Thanksgiving meal to our students. We hold
two convocations per month where the entire community comes together. These
are examples of those things that make up an integral part of the total experience
here.”
One president alluded to attentiveness on the part of the faculty and staff as he
emphatically stated, “Our students don’t fall through the cracks.” Three presidents
considered the faith-based stature as an asset, particularly citing their relationship with
The United Methodist Church. One of these presidents credited the United Methodist ties
with creating a culture of tolerance and values on campus. With regard to the
significance of church-relatedness for his institution, one president summarized, “We are
faith-friendly, faith-affirming, and faith-facilitating in an inclusive kind of way.” In
conjunction with the issue of religious affiliation, one president considers the focus on a
mission of service to be a unique characteristic that distinguishes his college from the six
other higher education institutions operating in his county. Another president points to
the strength of special services and programs offered to students with diagnosed learning
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disabilities, an aspect that he believes is unique to his college among the two-year United
Methodist institutions.
Five additional strengths were cited, none of which could be logically grouped
into thematic clusters. One president confessed that he believes that his institution would
not likely be viable without its connection to a larger, parent university given the name
recognition and resources that are made possible by this partnership. This same president
considered his institution’s diversity, with a 40% minority student body, a unique
characteristic and undoubtedly a significant strength. Another president included strict
attendance policies and accountability measures in place to instill discipline in students
on his list of institutional strengths. Unique among the responses was the mention of
historically strong athletic programs as an institutional asset with one institution sporting
12 athletic teams and counting 19 former students among the ranks of professional
baseball players. To complete the list of those institutional characteristics or
commitments considered strong points by the chief executive officers, one president
pointed to an increasingly strong Board of Trustees that “has learned and been
transformed by past issues” as a critical strength.
The collective list of strengths identified by the interviewees included 25
institutional attributes, some of which were echoed by multiple respondents, others of
which were unique to one college. In every case, the president considered the articulated
strengths as having a direct impact on his institution’s viability.
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Influences on Institutional Health
The second research question explored presidential perspectives related to
influences on the health of their institutions.
2) What events or circumstances do these presidents consider to be an influence
on the health of these institutions?
Thirteen protocol questions were designed to collect data addressing this research
question. These 13 questions were organized into three areas: (a) challenges facing the
two-year United Methodist college; (b) identifiers and competitors; and (c) financial
resources.
Challenges facing the two-year United Methodist college
There were five protocol questions related to challenges facing the two-year
United Methodist college:
1) Would you consider this decade one of the most challenging periods to date
with regard to the stability of your institution?
2) What is the single greatest challenge facing your institution?
3) What other issues, circumstances and environmental factors do you consider
most threatening to your institution?
4) What are your impressions of the situations of the two-year United Methodist
colleges that recently lost their regional accreditation?
5) Do you believe your institution would be forced to close its doors if it lost
regional accreditation?
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In order to gauge presidential perspectives with regard to current stability, the first
protocol question examined the presidents’ perceptions of this decade as one of the most
challenging periods to date with regard to institutional stability. Five of the seven chief
executive officers concisely said “No” before elaborating on both their collective and
individual situations. One president asserted, “We are currently experiencing the same
struggles we did in the 70s, 80s, and 90s. The two-year colleges have always struggled.
We’ve had good times and bad.” Another president characterized his institution as
having struggled for its entire 152 year history, but he quickly pointed out the college’s
ability to “persevere against the odds.” The other three responses in this group were
more optimistic in tone. One president declared, “We are experiencing our greatest
opportunities in over 100 years with unprecedented wealth available to tap into and with
a future for development efforts at an all time high.” Another president called this decade
a “stronger, healthier time for [our college] as a new advancement office is in place and
two multi-million dollar gifts are coming in soon.” Yet another president credited a “new
renaissance” for his institution to increasing national awareness of and interest in the
value of the liberal arts curriculum. As emphatically as this group of five presidents did
not view the present decade as the most challenging to date, two of the presidents
perceive their institutions’ statuses differently. One said:
“Absolutely, yes! All two-year institutions are just two years away from closing.
Given the declining support from The United Methodist Church and the potential
cuts in federal financial aid programs, this is a critically important time in the
history of our institution.”
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Another president shared this sentiment:
“For all two-year United Methodist colleges? Yes, this is the most challenging
period in our history. For [our college]? Even in light of many challenges in the
past, this is an especially critical time.”
Clearly, the unique circumstances and nature of each institution played a part in shaping
presidential perspective relative to a cursory longitudinal assessment.
The investigation into the greatest challenge facing each institution resulted in the
collection of seven unique responses that fall under four general headings: financial
resources, environment, competition, and quality/accreditation. Given the two-year
private college’s historic reliance on tuition as its primary revenue stream, as well as the
pressure of numerous other factors on financial stability, enrollment concerns and
financial resource deficiencies were proclaimed by two presidents as their single greatest
challenge. One president quickly responded to this inquiry:
“Money, money, money! From a financial perspective, cash flow is a big
challenge. Also, our current endowment of $20 million needs to be doubled. On
top of that, we face ‘accountability without funding’ issues in a number of areas.
In terms of legal liabilities, our personnel health insurance costs continue to rise.
Those dollars have to come from somewhere. Our accrediting agency includes
national testing requirements as an unwritten mandate. There are costs associated
with all of these issues. Also, we are probably five years away from achieving
our optimal number of students for stable operation. When it comes to finances,
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[our college] has to stop acting like a church with a ‘charity approach’ and start
acting like a business.”
The other president who tapped finances as his single greatest challenge succinctly said,
“Our biggest concern is very simple to state but much more complicated to achieve:
sustaining and increasing enrollment.”
A second thematic area, environment, was perceived by two presidents as the
greatest present challenge. However, their particular situations are quite different: one is
concerned about the rural, isolated location of his institution; the other fears the
implications of urban sprawl for his campus. The former testified:
“[Our college] is situated in a rural town, population 3,000 that died about 20
years ago. Of the 159 counties in [our state], our county is the 159th poorest. We
are surrounded by the other 5 poorest counties in the state. Today’s students like
commercialism. Our town literally shuts down at 7:00 pm. There are two
restaurant chains (Subway and Popeyes), one motel, and one traffic light in the
county. Three-fourths of the store fronts on the town square are abandoned. To
add to these challenges, there are no jobs in the area and the quality of the public
schools is poor. These issues make it difficult to attract students as well as
faculty.”
The latter shared contrasting concerns with regard to environment:
“We fear the effects of the expansion of [a major metropolitan city] in our
direction. Without a campus master plan collaboratively developed with [our
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town and county], this inevitable urban growth could significantly compromise
the atmosphere and character of our campus.”
One president focused on the challenges of the competitive climate, declaring the
development of the community college in his state as his greatest challenge. He said,
“The community colleges siphon off a level of students with limited financial resources.
With the low to non-existent tuition levels of the community college, it’s hard to sell
what the state gives away.” Another president defined his college’s most significant
hurdle as “an issue of quality: we must decide what ‘good’ is, what ‘great’ is, and what
would make this college a benchmark institution.” Related to the issue of quality,
regional accreditation was cited by one president as “undoubtedly” his institution’s
greatest challenge. He added:
“We are fighting a behemoth organization! Without [the current issues we face
with SACS], enrollment would be better, and, as the president, I could spend
more time on what this institution needs. As it is, my time is consumed by this
issue. SACS is unfortunately a political process.”
As the dialogue expanded into other issues, circumstances, and environmental factors
threatening these institutions, the four “greatest challenge” themes (financial resources,
environment, competition, and quality/accreditation) once again served as the center of
the discussions. With regard to financial resources, the topics of affordability, the
endowment, and the advancement function were discussed by four presidents. One stated
that affordability issues are particularly important to tuition-driven institutions, and the
greatest challenge there lies in the ability to develop attractive financial aid packages for
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students. One acknowledged a concern over the ratio between his operating budget of
approximately $12.5 million and the endowment of $14.5 million. He considers an
endowment balance of two and a half times that of the annual operating budget to be
necessary for optimal operation. Two presidents shared their assessment of the
challenges in the advancement arena as a significant threat to his institution. They
mentioned low alumni-giving rates and “closed doors” when it comes to big ticket donor
opportunities as two obstacles for their fundraising efforts.
Environmental factors related to campus facilities and to geographic location were
among the list of second tier threats. Four presidents voiced concerns over their campus
infrastructures. Two admitted that their colleges had successfully attracted students thus
far in spite of their physical plant limitations. One goes on to contend that his institution
will lose the ability to sufficiently draw students if it does not become aggressively
involved in what he called the “amenities arms race” whereby students have access to a
wide variety of high quality facilities and services. Citing problems in terms of quantity
and quality, one college contracted with a consulting group to evaluate facility issues, the
result of which was that the campus is 34% below the space needed to support its current
enrollment level. Another president described many of the buildings on his campus as in
a state of disrepair, while another mentioned a five-year, $20 million fundraising
campaign on his campus with a significant portion of funds earmarked for facility
improvement and development.
A competitive climate was cited during the interviews as another significant
threat. While the nature of a pluralistic system of higher education naturally creates
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competitive forces, the growth and success of community colleges in close proximity to
some of the two-year United Methodist colleges have been extraordinarily challenging.
Four presidents specifically mentioned their concerns over community colleges in their
areas that are expanding beyond a commuter-focus and either have already established or
are in the process of developing a residence life component on their campuses. For one
president whose campus does not share a geographical region for commuting students
with any community colleges, he admits that if the technical college in a neighboring
town were to become a community college, his institution and its budget would be hurt
by direct competition within driving distance for commuter students. In addition, several
of the two-year United Methodist colleges find themselves competing with other
institutions at heightened levels due to state scholarship assistance programs. In Georgia
for instance, high school graduates that meet certain requirements can attend state schools
for free but are awarded only $3,000 per year to attend a private institution. In South
Carolina, the legislature has avoided such a disparaging difference, but two-year private
colleges that rely heavily on the state’s three scholarship programs would be impacted
significantly if the state appropriation scheme were altered. Institutions in Tennessee
benefit from two state scholarship programs. But, like Georgia, the public institutions
fare better than their private counterparts in terms of student allocations.
Accreditation was also identified as a significant threat to the two-year United
Methodist college. In particular, the issue of peer-review, one of the espoused hallmarks
of the regional accreditation, was the source of criticism by three of the presidents as
expressed in the following statements:
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“Accreditation is a part of who we are and should be an opportunity for us to tell
the world what we have done. But, it’s hard to get a good peer review due to the
fact that there are not enough representatives of two-year church-related colleges
in the SACS visiting team registry.”
“The composition of the visiting team is critical to the review process. The initial
visiting team that came to [our campus] included one member from a two-year
private college. The two special committees that have most recently been
involved in our reaffirmation did not have any representatives from our peer
institutions.”
“The composition of the visiting committees is unfair. I believe there are people
on these committees that aren’t equipped to do their jobs.”
In order to further explore presidential perspectives regarding the regional accreditation
process, the researcher used two protocol questions to assess its impact on the two-year
United Methodist college body and its bearing on the sustainable future for each college.
First, six of the seven presidents shared their impressions of the situations surrounding
the loss of SACS accreditation by two sister institutions. One president commented that
he was not familiar with any of the details regarding these institutions. Specifically
addressing Wood College’s loss of accreditation in 2002, one president pointed to the
ownership of the campus’ property and facilities as the central issue: “The fact that the
Women’s Division of the General Board of Global Ministries owned the property, rather
than the college itself, significantly influenced the concern by SACS regarding Wood’s
financial stability.” Another president blamed one school’s accreditation problems on a
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lack of continuity in the president’s office, where four individuals have held the post
since 2000. Once again, criticisms of the peer review process were shared with one
president suggesting that SACS has a responsibility to encourage member institutions of
every type, including the two-year church-related colleges, to contribute nominations to
the registry of potential visiting team representatives. Limited financial and human
resources were also cited by presidents as contributing factors as articulated in the
following two statements:
“It is my impression that institutions that lost their regional accreditation was in
large part due to a lack of healthy finances. Living in a survival mode becomes a
generational poverty issue.”
“They didn’t have enough faculty and staff to pull it off.”
Two presidents, whose schools are currently under SACS review following site visits,
considered the recent change in the accreditation process from a criteria-based approach
to the new “Principles” system beneficial to their institutions, as well as to all small
colleges. Both conceded that their sister institutions whose regional accreditation was
stripped may have fared better under the current review scheme. Reviewing the
situations both from a national perspective and from a denominational standpoint, one
president asserted:
“Pressure for a federal, rather than regional, accreditation has caused SACS to
crack down. I’m disappointed that The United Methodist Church hasn’t stepped
up to the plate. Again, it comes down to money.”
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The next protocol question was designed to ascertain the interviewees’ consideration of
regional accreditation with regard to institutional viability: would these institutions die
without regional accreditation? Five of the seven responses were an emphatic “Yes!”
Another tempered his affirmative answer with a qualifier: “eventually.” The other
president felt that his institution could continue to exist if it were able to obtain a national
accreditation that is recognized for Title IV federal financial aid programs.
Identifiers and competitors
There were three questions that focused on identifiers and competitors:
1) Geographic accessibility, flexible scheduling, and vocational programs have
been identified as sources of the community college’s market niche (Kane &
Rouse, 1999). Do you consider any of these assets of your institution or
would you substitute different identifiers for your college?
2) Who do you consider your greatest competitors for students?
3) Who do you consider your greatest competitors for financial resources such as
donor contributions?
With regard to possible similarities to the community college, one president
declared, “[the two-year United Methodist colleges] are far different than the two-year
public college.” The dialogue predicated by the summary of the community college
market niche as described by Kane and Rouse (1999) conveyed unanimous agreement
with this statement. Yet, three presidents considered one of the statements by Kane and
Rouse as equally applicable to their institutions as a defining characteristics. Given that
recruitment efforts are primarily focused on a 100-mile radius and that 80% of the
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students come from that area, one president acknowledged that geographic accessibility is
an appropriate descriptor for his institution. The two institutions that have the highest
enrollment levels also deem geographic accessibility one of the schools’ top three
identifiers. In contrast to the three institutions that apparently benefit from geographic
accessibility, two colleges benefit from what one described as geographic isolation: “One
of our greatest assets is that we are tucked away in a rural area, something that is very
appealing to parents.” None of the interviewees reported flexible scheduling or
vocational programs as defining traits of their institutions. Five presidents included close
personal relationships with faculty and a sense of community as a core quality that
defines the colleges’ unique market niche. “Low faculty to student ratios” and “attention
by long-term, full-time faculty” were mentioned as contributing factors to the sense of
community on campus. Another president added, “Our focus on a holistic approach to a
values-oriented education coupled with a commitment to a student-centered philosophy
creates an atmosphere on campus that you won’t find at other types of colleges.”
Another president shared details of a newly-instituted program intended to build a sense
of community on campus:
“We have placed a full-time professional staff person on every floor of the
residence halls. There is a ‘community’ concept that supports this. In addition,
we’ve started a presidential cup competition that awards points to residence hall
groups based on the fulfillment of the values that we, as a college, value.”
Four presidents defined strong academics and the commitment to a liberal arts curriculum
as key components in sharing their colleges’ identities to prospective students. One
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president stated, “We believe the strength of our academic program allows students to
attain their highest goals.” Three presidents listed the residential component of their
colleges as a distinctive characteristic, despite growing competition with community
colleges that are building student housing. Therefore, the most readily identified
characteristics used to capture their market niche were community environment, a strong
liberal arts academic program, and residential life.
The remaining two protocol questions in this section related to competitive forces,
for students and for financial support. Small to mid-sized comprehensive public
institutions, large state-supported research universities, small church-related
baccalaureate colleges, small independent undergraduate institutions, and public
community colleges were the institutional types most cited as competitors in the quest to
attract and matriculate students (Table 4.2). One president summarized the competitive
recruiting climate in the following:
“Our greatest competitors for students are public four-year institutions within the
state, followed very closely by private four-year institutions. Research on
students who applied to [our college] yet did not enroll revealed that the top five
colleges they did attend were public four-year institutions, with the exception of
one public two-year college.”
Another president shared the following:
“Our greatest competitors for students are mostly state-supported schools in [our
state]. Information received from College Board and ACT indicates that
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[comprehensive public institutions in our area] appear to be the top four
institutions our students also send their scores.”
One president ventured to comment on the reasons for the highly competitive climate in
his region of the state: “Some of the challenges we face in recruiting students relate to
economics. Then, some of it is the stigma associated with a two-year college.”
With regard to competition for donor support, the list of challengers was shorter,
but one president described it as “just as deadly.” One of the seven interviewees shared a
unique position among the group:
“I don’t worry about our competition. Our trustees and connections bring a lot to
the table. There’s enough money there to do what we want to do. We have
established a new advancement office, something this college had never had
before, and are implementing a concerted, comprehensive effort to get into the
Methodist churches in the state, both as recruitment and fundraising ventures.”
Three presidents pointed to large state-supported, research universities as their prime
competition for gift solicitation. Three others considered four-year church-related
colleges, as well as independent colleges in their regions, as their greatest sources of
rivalry for donor support. One president’s list added a few distinct realities to the
discussion:
“Our greatest competitors for financial resources as they relate to donor
contributions are [two nearby private liberal arts colleges] and the on-going
campaigns of the [omit name] Arts Center. The greatest challenge we face in
fundraising is how to offset the tremendous loss of funds due to the decline of the
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Textile industry, the declining support of The United Methodist Church, and the
fact that most foundations do not support two-year institutions.”
TABLE 4.2 Profile of Institutions Considered as Competition for Students
_______________________________________________________________________
Number of Institutions Cited by Interviewees
Two-Year

4

Four-Year

3

Comprehensive

19

________________________________________________________________________
Public

17

Church-Related

5

Independent

4

________________________________________________________________________
<9,000 students

16

>9,000 and <25,000

3

>25,000

7

________________________________________________________________________

Two presidents pointed to disparaging levels of alumni giving as a bigger hurdle for their
fundraising efforts than competition with other institutions. The two-year college suffers
from the lack of exclusive support from its graduates since allegiance to a senior college
may supercede consideration of the “junior” college. For example, one college credits
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only 18% of its alumni with ever having made a financial contribution of any kind. The
president has initiated new efforts to cultivate alumni as donors in order to increase the
contribution rate to 40 or 50%, a level he considers acceptable.
Financial resources
There were five protocol questions associated with the investigation of financial
resources:
1) What is currently your single largest revenue stream?
2) Has your institution diversified its revenue stream in any way during your
tenure or in its recent history?
3) Does your college receive appropriations from the United Methodist Church?
If yes, please provide as much detail as possible.
4) Does your college receive any direct aid from a local, state, or federal
government source? If yes, to what degree do these funds positively impact
the college’s budget?
5) Does your college receive any indirect government funds through grants and
scholarships to students? If yes, to what degree do these funds positively
impact the college’s budget?
Six interviewees stated that tuition, by far, serves as the single largest segment of their
revenue streams, while one described his college’s income as being divided equally
among three sources: tuition, endowment earnings, and grants and scholarships. He
stated:
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“Tuition is a significant revenue stream, but we have the highest per capita
endowment of any two-year college in North America. We yield one-third of our
$15 million annual operating budget from endowment earnings.”
Once the discussions turned to diversification of the revenue stream, a more complete
picture of the influx of funds at other institutions took shape. One president stated:
“Tuition and fees provide 70% of our operating budget. We constantly seek
ways to diversify our revenue stream to bolster our fundraising work. Our
trustees have dedicated their efforts to expand our donor base through
networking.”
Speaking from extensive professional experience in fundraising at a nearby
comprehensive public institution, one president shared:
“We are a tuition-driven institution, but we need the development area to pass
tuition dollars in three years for us ‘not to be in trouble.’ We’ve made great
strides in diversifying our revenue stream. We’ve expanded our outreach
programs by offering year-round continuing education programs as well as
summer camps. We have reassessed many of our fees such as parking and
security and have added a national testing fee to cover costs associated with the
mandate by SACS. We’ve increased our revenues from room and board as our
occupancy capacity has been increased by our new residence halls. We’ve also
worked quickly to expand our development efforts by improving and expanding
our annual giving campaigns, going after big foundation dollars, and increasing
opportunities for corporate partnerships.”
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Another president listed increased revenues from gift and auxiliary services among the
most recent adjustments in his institution’s revenue stream. Two others described efforts
to expand summer programs and activities on campus as decisively aimed at increasing
and diversifying revenue sources. Both conceded that these efforts had not impacted
their finances in any sustainable way. Federal grant funds comprised one institution’s
primary efforts at revenue diversification. In fact, such grants have replaced gifts and
endowment earnings as the second largest source of revenue for the college. According
to the presidents, all of the colleges receive annual appropriations from their respective
United Methodist conferences. One president said that he did not know how much
revenue came from this source. Another college adds nearly $400,000 to its coffers each
year from the conference’s Board of Global Ministries, but its president has watched the
appropriation decrease at a rate of 2% per year for the past several years. One college
receives “a couple hundred thousand,” another receives $125,000 annually, and the four
others obtain less than $85,000. Having been professionally linked to The United
Methodist Church for over 45 years in a number of roles including his service as a pastor
for 23 years, one president said that he has asked for an increase in the college’s
apportionment every one of his four years as chief executive officer. Although he
believes that the United Methodist contribution is not likely to be increased, he will
always ask for a higher level of support. One president, whose career involved 21 years
of service at a small college affiliated with the Presbyterian Church, said he was
“extremely pleased” with the level of support coming from his United Methodist
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conference given the lack of financial support extended to some church-related colleges
by their denominational sponsors.
The final two questions that specifically related to financial resources investigated
sources of direct or indirect local, state, or federal funds and the degree to which these
funds positively impact the college’s budget. According to their presidents, all seven
institutions receive indirect aid, or those awards that are taken with the student to a school
of choice, from both state and federal programs. As one president describes, the impact
of such programs is significant:
“Our students receive approximately $1,000,000 through the federal Pell Grant
program. Our students also receive grants and scholarships through financial aid
programs in the state of [omit name]. Our students receive approximately
$3,000,000 through these state-funded programs. The funds from state and
federal sources total over 20% of the College’s budget.”
In every case, the presidents named state scholarship and grant programs that benefit their
students and supplement tuition dollars paid out-of-pocket by students to the colleges.
While three presidents mentioned their TRIO programs as sources of federal funds, all
agreed with the comments of one:
“This federal grant enables us to offer and impressive array of student support
services for 150 students per year. This grant underwrites the cost of the program,
something we would not be able to offer if the federal grant is discontinued.”
With regard to grants, two presidents highlighted $1.8 million, five-year Title III grants
that they each received in 2003 in order to upgrade technological resources and
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strengthen academics. One of these institutions also received a one-time $25,000 state
grant for the college’s service learning program. Unique among the discussions, one
president mentioned local fundraising efforts for the college that are annually conducted
by the local municipality.
Strategies for Sustainability
The third research question explored those strategies utilized by the two-year
United Methodist colleges to continue their futures as viable institutions:
3) What strategies are employed to maximize opportunities and minimize threats
in order to ensure sustainability?
Five topic areas pertaining to implemented strategies and perceptions of a sustainable
future were explored by means of the following eight protocol questions:
1) Have you implemented any of the following survival strategies that have been
mentioned in the research literature devoted to the two-year private college:
1. clearly communicate institutional mission, goals, and programs
2. expand curriculum, program options, and scheduling
3. focus on values-based education and personal expression
4. expand enrollments and operate in a fiscally responsible manner
5. ensure effective presidential leadership
6. secure additional denominational support?
2) If so, which ones, in what ways, and what have been the results?
3) What other strategies have you employed to maximize opportunities for your
institution?
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4) How have these strategies impacted your college?
5) What other strategies have you employed to minimize threats to your institution?
6)

How have these particular strategies impacted your college?

7) How regularly, if at all, do you network with other two-year private college
presidents and discuss issues related to your institutions?
8) What is your forecast for the two-year United Methodist college for the next 20
years?
All of the presidents revealed that their institutions had implemented multiple strategies
cited by the research literature, as listed in the protocol question (see Table 4.3). Each
president expounded on the particular efforts made to clearly communicate mission,
goals, and programs. One president described the energy his institution has placed in
“branding” for the college and in modifying their marketing language to better portray
the school’s attributes. He said, “Our students excel. We have the documentation to
show that, and we are working harder to share that.” While not mentioning specific
details, another president believes that his institution had become “disconnected” during
its recent history: “We’ve focused on getting reconnected.” One discussion centered on
multiple issues:
“We’ve implemented a dedicated marketing strategy to communicate clearly to
prospective students, their families, and high school guidance counselors the
advantages we offer to students. The college has fought some image problems,
particularly due to campus safety concerns. We’ve opened our doors to the
community for meetings and other events to help with that image and with the
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general level of awareness of our existence in the community. There are still a lot
of people out there who don’t know who we are.”
TABLE 4.3 Implementation of Survival Strategies Cited in the Research Literature

Strategies

Number of Institutions
Utilizing Strategy

1. clearly communicate institutional mission, goals, and programs

7

2. expand curriculum, program options, and scheduling

5

3. focus on values-based education and personal expression

3

4. expand enrollments and operate in a fiscally responsible manner

4

5. ensure effective presidential leadership

7

6. secure additional denominational support

4

Communication of mission in the classroom was pointed out by one president as a
recently implemented strategy to increase awareness on campus of the college’s purpose.
At his institution, the faculty is required to include the mission statement on every
syllabus. One president specifically limited his discussion to those steps to increase
awareness about the college’s mission, goals, and programs that have been taken during
his first six months in the president’s office:
“The President’s Office has created a newsletter designed to update board
members, faculty, staff, alumni, and key supporters regarding key activities and
current issues. Personally, I have taken every opportunity to get to know other
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presidents of church-related and independent colleges in the state. We recognize
the importance of our denominational ties and are working to strengthen our ties
to the Bishop. We’ve also begun the process of transitioning our recruitment
efforts. There are those certain things, like college fairs, that ‘have to be done,’
but we need to take a rifle approach rather than a shotgun approach by honing our
sights on the rural areas, homeschoolers, and youth groups of all denominations.
We need to use our choir and drama programs to appeal to prospective students,
and we need to include students with learning differences in our recruitment
efforts. We have a new admission staff and a new philosophy. We’ve even
combined our bookstore with the enrollment office. Athletic recruiting has
always focused on finding good players for open positions. We are applying that
same philosophy and technique to our recruiting efforts.”
Two of the presidents said that their colleges had not implemented strategies to
expand the curriculum or increase the number of program options. One college has
directed its resources toward strengthening existing programs rather than adding new
ones. The other president said, “We’ve strengthened ourselves by reducing the number
of program options. We took 37 programs down to 3, which makes us in line with SACS
requirements.” In terms of expanding into new program areas, three presidents pointed to
new academic efforts outside the realm of traditional liberal arts curricula. One college is
expanding its criminal justice degree into such specializations as paralegal studies,
forensics, and cyber-crime. Another college added a nursing program a few years ago
and has a dental hygiene program almost ready for implementation. In addition, this
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college has considered adding a few specialties at the bachelor’s level in such areas as
pastoral studies, liberal studies, and education. A third college is in the process of
considering options in the paraprofessional church program area. Within the bounds of
the traditional liberal arts, one college is making plans to start an instrumental music
program. This institution recently added a new honors curriculum for highly-qualified
students. Two presidents mentioned partnership efforts as opportunities for expanding
academic offerings. One president challenged his college and his sister institutions to
think beyond a narrowly-defined niche and be involved in some creative partnerships for
course delivery. He said, “I think every student should have a ‘world experience’ in a
travel abroad program, which we could accomplish by partnering with other small
colleges.” Another president commented on efforts in progress:
“We are working with community colleges in the state to develop a partnership to
serve students with diagnosed learning disabilities in the form of a ‘1 plus 1
program.’ We are also working with one of or state’s four-year colleges to
partner for a ‘2+2 program’ on our campus. The key is collaboration and
partnership rather than competition.”
Three presidents cited increased scheduling options as a strategy for attracting and
retaining students. One president believes that his college will need to expand the course
schedule later into the afternoons in the very near future. Another college has already
expanded into late afternoon and evening classes and is seriously considering alternative
scheduling options “to meet the needs of today’s student.” A third president listed the
expansion of the evening class slate, experimentation with a “Mini-May term,” and
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implementation of a full range of academic courses in the summer as the leading efforts
at his college to increase scheduling options.
Each of the seven mission statements included either direct or implicit reference
to the college’s commitment to a values-based education. The presidents were
unanimous in their belief that their institutions focus on values-based education and
personal expression, but six of the seven did not consider this aspect part of a strategy
specifically implemented for sustainability. These six responses included the following
statements:
“This is part of our mission. We must stay committed to it.”
“We constantly focus on this aspect of our mission. It is an identity issue for us.”
“Our core values statement illustrates how committed we are to this.”
“We intentionally develop students’ affective nature. This is accomplished
primarily through the way our faculty approach teaching.”
“We count on our faculty and staff to live this out. We discuss our commitment
to a values-based education in faculty meetings, faculty and student orientation,
and in our faculty recruitment process.”
The seventh president emphasized the significance of a values-based education on
sustainability:
“I doubt that any of us would continue to exist for very long, with the exception
of possibly [one institution] if we failed to foster the values and faith
connections.”
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One president considered the development and implementation of a College Honor Code
as a representation of his institution’s commitment to values. Another president said that,
despite the employment of a full-time chaplain and efforts to integrate values into the
curriculum and co-curricular activities, the focus on a values-based education and
personal expression is “clearly communicated and moderately done.”
Because tuition serves as the greatest source of revenue for all of the two-year
United Methodist colleges, the issues of enrollment levels and sound finances are
intimately related. Three of the presidents shared information regarding the number of
students required for either optimal or minimal operation of the institution. One president
said:
“We need approximately sixty more on campus students and forty more
commuter students [than the current enrollment level of 580 students] to reach
optimal enrollment. After that, we will need to make adjustments in facilities and
faculty.”
Another president painted the following picture of his institution:
“Fifteen years ago, we were up to 400 or 420 students for a brief time. Now, we
have just over 320 students. Our breakeven point is 355 full-time students. Our
faculty and staff are very aware of this and know that, if we fall below this level,
we have to make up the difference some other way. We haven’t been able to
make salary increases in four years. I spend 85% of my time on fundraising. For
[our college], that means raising friends before you raise funds.”
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Enrolling 683 students in the fall of 2005, one college is in the midst of a discussion
regarding the institution’s optimal size. The chief executive officer is in the process of
preparing a white paper addressing this issue, but his preliminary assertion is that the
college should enroll between 900 and 1200 students in order to secure a sustainable
future. Evidencing the positive correlation between enrollment and financial stability,
one president describes his institution’s newly-implemented three year plan that involves
a deficit in the first year but portrays the school as “being in good shape” by the third
year as enrollment and development efforts expand. According to its president, another
college has suffered from a casual approach to finances and enrollment levels “in the
380s for some time.” With the arrival of a chief financial officer with extensive
experience in leadership capacities at a similar institution, this college has committed
itself to getting the finances in “tip top shape.” Two colleges have experienced
significant growth within this decade. In one case, enrollment increased from 503 in
1999 to 760 in 2005. The president added, “Our goal is to have this number to 875 in the
very near future.” This institution has changed from a 50/50 residential to commuter
student ratio to a higher percentage living on campus, a shift that has necessitated the
construction of two additional residence halls since 2002. The other college experienced
a more recent growth spurt, climbing from 374 students in 2002 to 583 students in the fall
of 2004 to 771 in the fall of 2005. The president explains the significant expansion in the
following:
“We attribute this phenomenal growth to listening to students. Students said that
our faculty were great and that we were doing a great job in the educational area,
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but they said that our facilities were the pits. We made changes in that area and
sent a message to students that we listen and respond. To add to our enrollment
growth, our fall to fall retention rate has increased from 55% in 2002 to 75.6% in
2005.”
With regard to ensuring effective presidential leadership as a noted sustainability
strategy, the discussions primarily centered on those mechanisms in place to assess
presidential performance. Every college has a regular evaluation process in place that in
all but one case constitutes a review by the Board of Trustees. Three presidents
considered the issue of continuity in presidential leadership as a key factor in institutional
sustainability. One institution has been led by 11 presidents in its most recent 24 years.
The current president asserted, “The revolving door doesn’t help.” Evaluating the tenures
of his colleagues at the sister two-year United Methodist colleges, one president stated
that five out of the seven sitting presidents have been in their positions less than four
years.” Another president, who has led his institution since 2002, added:
“There has been a lot of turnover in the two-year United Methodist colleges. This
is a big problem. Sustained, long tenures build strength in these small institutions
and add a sense of credibility to the colleges. The tenure of the president is
critical. Unfortunately, many past presidents have used our colleges as stepping
stones.”
The aspect of denominational financial support was discussed earlier in relation to
the second research question. As previously stated, all of the colleges receive annual
appropriations from their respective United Methodist conferences. Two presidents
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spoke in more general terms about the ties between their colleges and the church. One
has focused on improving the relationship with his conference’s bishop. He said, “We
want to make sure who we are and what we do is on her radar screen.” The other
president declared, “We want to be a church-related college for college-related
churches.”
After investigating the extent to which the two-year United Methodist colleges
have implemented sustainability strategies mentioned in the research literature, the next
two protocol questions turned to other strategies that have been used to maximize
opportunities and minimize threats to the institutions. The interview discussions revealed
three distinct thematic areas: (a) transformations of faculty, staff, and the Board of
Trustees; (b) reviews of activities, recruiting, and marketing; and (c) development of new
partnerships.
Three presidents described transformations relative to the faculty, staff, and board
that they consider significant influences on institutional viability. One president outlined
the concerted efforts his administration has made to change the culture among the faculty
and staff:
“Communication with faculty and staff has greatly increased. They know more
and now have more responsibility to contribute on a broader scope. Efforts have
been made to change the culture here. The college is not a church and must be
seen as a business where students are our raw product, not our customers. We
want people to buy our ‘product’ when they finish here. Faculty and staff have to
buy into that perspective. Personnel management is the most important issue of
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all. We will ultimately ‘lose’ if all of our other strategies work but our faculty
and staff have not been empowered to go and do.”
One president confessed that one of his most difficult tasks is building confidence and
morale among the faculty and staff and to constantly affirm that. In his case, he believes
that some necessary dismissals of employees along with some new faces in key positions
have helped the overall level of morale on campus. One president focused his attention
during this portion of the interview on the Board of Trustees. His board’s Committee on
Trusteeship, formerly known as the Nominating Committee, has experienced more than a
name change. The committee defined four characteristics, or “warrants for belief,” as
defining attributes of a board member: works, wisdom, wealth, and a wide range of
influence. Prospective board members must exhibit at least three of these characteristics.
Six presidents cited reviews of activities, recruitment, and marketing as starting
points for the implementation of new sustainability strategies. One college, called a
“program-driven institution” by its president, has added numerous varsity athletic teams
to attract and retain students. Another has added a variety of extra-curricular activities
such as dance teams, a band, and sports opportunities. One president shared specific
outcomes of several new initiatives:
“We have added several teams to our intercollegiate athletics program in an effort
to increase and stabilize enrollment. These include a cheerleading squad, a dance
team, and men’s wrestling. We attracted over 65 students for these teams. We
chose this strategy to shore-up enrollment.”
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Based on student feedback, one college has placed an emphasis on being technologically
advanced. According to this president, students expect a technologically-savvy
environment. So, the college has produced a cutting edge recruiting CD that
demonstrates the institution’s technology infrastructure to prospective students. Another
college involved a consulting firm in the analysis of the admission process. The final
report recommended that internal competition between the college and the four-year
college within the same larger university system needed to be removed. According to the
interviewee, the leadership of the university has been responsive to this recommendation.
He added, “We used to be the red-headed stepchild; now, we are the favored child.” As a
result of reviews of its marketing function, one college launched a new visibility
campaign that included television advertising and the development of a new college logo.
He president outlined the goals of this initiative: “increase awareness levels and present
an environment that parents would want to send their children to.” Another president
described very different outcomes from the internal review process his college undertook
to examine issues of visibility:
“Institutional visibility is an issue for us. This college has been hiding, which is
not only a problem for recruitment but also an issue for accreditation and our
relationship with the state coordinating board. In both cases, we take the stance
that we have to be a star. We have to be on the SACS radar screen. We have to
be an exemplary institution that the state coordinating board can hold up and
measure others against. There is no doubt that we have to be more assertive,
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more public. Some say the best offense is a good defense. I disagree. For [omit
name] College, the best offense is a very good offense.”
The development of new partnerships was mentioned by two presidents as a
deliberate strategy for securing a stable future. One of the presidents provided the
following detailed account:
“We have affiliated ourselves with a new movement in [our community] known
as The College Town Initiative. The six institutions of higher education in [omit
name] County have come together to encourage students to get to know students
at other campuses; to develop a sense of ownership in [the community] in hopes
that they would choose to settle [here] after graduation; to offer cultural events
that otherwise would not be economically feasible for any given institution; and to
promote the development of faculty at our member institutions. These strategies
have helped our institution by enhancing our identity within the community.”
The next protocol question shifted away from sustainability strategies to the subject of
networking opportunities for the two-year United Methodist college presidents. The
following comments made by the president with a nine-year tenure at his post
summarized the statements made by the group:
“Several of the presidents of the two-year United Methodist institutions talk and
exchange email correspondences with one another from time to time, but the
primary times we get together are when we attend the same conference or
meeting. The National Association of Schools and Colleges of The United
Methodist Church offers two excellent formats that are used to confer with one
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another. However, the budgets of the two-year United Methodist institutions are
so tenuous that many of the presidents cannot attend one or both of these annual
meetings.”
He remembered a time when the presidents gathered annually at one of the institutions to
discuss issues particular to their colleges, but this tradition was discontinued, again, due
to budget constraints.
The final interview question examined each president’s forecast for the two-year,
United Methodist college for the next 20 years. Considering the significance of the
question to the focus of this research effort, each president’s comments are provided
verbatim. Two presidents focused their responses on the futures of their particular
institutions. One stated:
“Any college that is not able to carve out its niche will not survive. For [omit
name] College, we have been told that we are great for so long, but we aren’t.
We’re good, but we are not yet great. We are focusing on student needs and are
exploring what it means to be United Methodist and to be church-related. I
believe this college has a bright future.”
Another president shared the following prognostication regarding his college:
“In twenty years, [omit name] College will be two times its current size, will be
hard to get into, and will be an exemplary institution. We will be imitated by
research universities that want to provide high quality programs to undergraduates
where the faculty has achieved the perfect balance between teaching and
research.”
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Three presidents shared both their perspectives about the body of colleges and their
vision for their own institutions:
“In twenty years, there won’t be more, and there will probably be fewer.
Regardless, the perception of their value will hopefully go up. Here, there is a
general perception of hope. We are looking forward to the day when we have
more students than we have space. Then, we will have to decide what direction to
go in.”
“Methodism believes in higher education. John and Charles Wesley were all
about education and service. Higher education is ingrained in Methodism. These
seven schools have a long heritage. Their people have been creative and
responsive enough to reinvent themselves to meet the needs of an informationdriven society. My vision of [omit name] College is very simple: for the parking
lots to be so full of students that the faculty complain about space. In every
corner of the state, people talk about their love for this College. Success breeds
success. There is a strange dichotomy here. We are so far yet so close to being a
different and thriving school.”
“They will continue to struggle with the same issues: struggle to get quality
students; struggle to get United Methodist students; struggle for dollars. The
future will be enabled by faculty, staff, and administrators who are committed to
our mission. The bottom line is, if you can recruit students and sustain facilities,
you can be viable. The future of my institution is in the hands of our alumni. If
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they will step up, it will change our recruiting and the finances. I have to get
them on board.”
The other two presidents shared their expectations of the status of the body of two-year
United Methodist colleges over the next two decades:
“Our institutions will always live on the edge until we get our finances in shape
because the perception is that, if we aren’t wealthy, we aren’t of value. For
accreditation purposes, I believe the United Methodist Senate should submit an
application to the U.S. Department of Education to be a recognized accrediting
body.”
“I believe two-year United Methodist colleges will cease to exist within the next
twenty years. Some will close; some will merge with four-year institutions; and
some will attempt to make the transition to four-year status. I believe that only
two or three of the two-year United Methodist colleges will survive another ten
years as two-year institutions.”
Summary of Findings
The first research question explored presidential perspectives regarding those
issues that are considered most significant to institutional viability for the two-year
United Methodist colleges. Six of the presidents considered viability an important issue
for this body of institutions, while one abstained from comment because he considered
his short presidential tenure insufficient background from which to offer a well-informed
assessment. Likewise, six presidents agreed that the two-year United Methodist college
could appropriately be classified as an endangered species. The collective list of
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strengths identified by the interviewees included 25 institutional attributes, some of
which were echoed by multiple respondents, others of which were unique to one college.
The examination of each institution’s greatest asset resulted in seven unique responses
which could be categorized into three thematic areas: a focus on student success (four
presidents); the quality of the academic program and faculty (three presidents); and, the
residential aspect of the institution (one president). When asked to comment on other
strengths and their impact on institutional sustainability, the discussions produced an
extensive list of additional characteristics and commitments which clustered into three
themes: heritage (two presidents), environment (three presidents), and mission (seven
presidents). Five additional strengths were cited, none of which could be logically
grouped according to a common theme. In every case, the president considered the
articulated strengths as having a direct impact on his institution’s viability.
The second research question examined presidential perspectives related to issues
of influence on the health of their institutions. Thirteen protocol questions were
organized into three topic areas: (a) challenges facing the two-year United Methodist
college; (b) identifiers and competitors; and (c) financial resources. The investigation
into the greatest challenge facing each institution resulted in the collection of seven
unique responses that fall under four general headings: financial resources (two
presidents), environment (two presidents), competition (one president), and
quality/accreditation (two presidents). When asked to comment on other factors that
impact institutional stability, the discussions produced an extensive list of issues and
circumstances that could be organized under the same general headings. Specific to
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accreditation, six of the seven presidents said that their institutions would be forced to
close if regional accreditation were lost. In terms of resemblance to the community
college, the presidents unanimously agreed that their institutions were very different than
their public counterparts. The interviewees identified community environment, strong
liberal arts academic program, and residential life as defining institutional attributes. The
primary competitive forces in the recruitment of students are those institutions that are
classified as comprehensive, are public, and enroll fewer than 9,000 students (Table 4.2).
Of the six presidents who commented on institutional competitors for donor support, half
identified large state-supported, research universities as their prime competitors while the
other half considered four-year church-related and independent colleges as their greatest
sources of rivalry. During further discussions regarding finances, all seven interviewees
stated that tuition, by far, serves as the single largest segment of their revenue streams.
Each president further described the flow of revenues and expenditures through the
general fund according to the unique situations of the respective colleges.
The third research question investigated strategies utilized by the two-year United
Methodist colleges to continue their futures as viable institutions. All of the presidents
revealed that their institutions had implemented multiple strategies cited in the research
literature. Other strategies that have been used to maximize opportunities and minimize
threats to these institutions form three distinct thematic areas: transformations of faculty,
staff, and the Board of Trustees (three presidents); reviews of activities, recruiting, and
marketing (six presidents); and development of new partnerships (two presidents). When
asked to provide a forecast of the next twenty years for the two-year United Methodist
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colleges, two presidents focused their responses on the futures of their particular
institutions; three presidents shared both their perspectives about the body of colleges and
their vision for their own institutions; and the other two presidents focused strictly on the
colleges as a collective body of institutions. Of the five presidents who forecasted the
future of their particular institutions, four were undeniably optimistic about their
colleges’ long-term sustainability. The other president in this group qualified his
optimism with certain factors upon which a viable future is dependent. Five presidents
shared their forecasts regarding the future for the two-year United Methodist college.
Two believed that the two-year colleges would decline in number or possibly disappear
altogether. Three suspected that the colleges would continue to struggle with their
current challenges for the next twenty years but hesitated to speculate what the results
might be in terms of surviving institutions.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
American higher education is characterized by a diverse set of institutional types
within a dichotic system of public and private control. The first American colleges were
church-related institutions with well-defined missions to serve denominational purposes.
The development of a land grant institutional system in the 1860s marked the full-scale
establishment of the dualistic system. Yet, certain types of institutions have struggled
more than others to maintain sound operational footing. Two-year private colleges have
been particularly vulnerable to internal and external challenges. The climate for the
sustainable future of the two-year private college does not appear to be improving. As a
subset of this larger institutional type, the two-year church-related college struggles to
survive. A 1995 report by the Institute for Higher Education Policy listed only 60
institutions among the extant two-year church-related colleges in the United States. One
of the eight two-year United Methodist colleges in the United States lost its regionallyaccredited status within the last four years, a situation which led to the institution’s
discontinuance of its college-level programs.
The two-year private college has been recognized as a valuable sector of
American higher education; yet, its documented decline has failed to incite substantial
research focusing on the how and why. As one of the many subcategories of the two119
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year private college body, the seven United Methodist colleges exhibit characteristics that
both distinguish and closely align them with the broader institutional classification.
This study explored the plight and potential of one particular set of private institutions,
the two-year United Methodist colleges, from the perspective of their chief executive
officers and identified strategies that have been implemented at these institutions to
ensure sustainability. While this study focused on the quest to gain an in-depth
understanding of these seven particular cases, its content may be of value to other sectors
of the two-year private college body by virtue of richly descriptive narratives that
Merriam (1998) consider points from which readers can determine transferability where
appropriate. This final chapter includes the following four sections: Summary of
Procedures, Conclusions, and Recommendations for Future Efforts.
Summary of Procedures
The purpose of this study was to examine issues specifically related to the
sustainability of the two-year United Methodist colleges from the perspective of their
chief executive officers. There are seven two-year United Methodist institutions in
existence, all of which are located in the southeastern region of the United States and are
accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. Fitting the description
of elite subjects (Marshall & Rossman, 1989), the chief executive officers were identified
as appropriate sources of data considering their overall view and understanding of the
organizations, their familiarity with the legal and financial structures, and their ability to
share details about policy, history, and future plans.
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The presidents were initially contacted by email and invited to participate in the
study. Although given the option of conducting the interview by telephone or submitting
a written response, all of the participants arranged personal interview sessions. Five of
the interviews were conducted in the presidents’ offices on their respective college
campuses, and two interviews were held in Atlanta, Georgia in conjunction with the
annual December meeting of the SACS Commission on Colleges. The interview
response rate was 100%, all interviews were conducted face-to-face, and none of the
participants exhibited resistance to the established protocol questions. The request for
supporting documentation was less successful with five of the seven colleges providing a
total of 12 documents.
Following the interviews, transcriptions of the conversations, along with
supporting documentation both provided by the presidents and retrieved by the researcher
from the institutional websites, were analyzed to examine the issues related to the
sustainability of the two-year United Methodist colleges. Themes and patterns were
identified, and the process of data reduction (Creswell, 2003) was employed as a means
of crafting a descriptive analysis for each research question. The resulting narrative
served as the initial findings document, which was provided to each of the presidents for
verification and reaction. Responses were received from all of the interviewees. In every
case, modifications were made to the narrative to ensure the accuracy of the portrayals.
Conclusions
Through the exploration of the three research questions using 37 protocol
questions, the study accomplished the following: (a) the identification of institutional
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strengths and challenges; (b) the documentation of marketable assets and competitive
forces; (c) the understanding of institutional revenue streams and sources; (d) the
perception of regional accreditation as it bears on institutional viability; (e) the
specification of strategies employed to ensure sustainability; and (f) the appraisal of the
two-year United Methodist colleges’ future by the executive leadership. In order to
confirm the relevance of this research effort, the researcher posed two general,
introductory questions: one regarding the presidents’ consideration of institutional
sustainability as an issue of importance; and the other related to the appropriateness of
labeling their institutions as endangered species. Of the six presidents who considered
their backgrounds suitable for such assessments, 100% considered sustainability an
important issue for this body of institutions and agreed that the two-year United
Methodist college could legitimately be classified as an endangered species. Therefore,
the focus of the study was substantiated by the fact that the presidents considered
sustainability a pertinent issue and extinction a possibility.
When the conversations turned to a discussion of institutional strengths, the
presidents identified 25 attributes as institutional assets, all of which fell into thematic
categories articulated in the applicable research literature. When asked to comment on
challenges that impact institutional stability, the discussions produced an equally
extensive list of issues and circumstances that, on a thematic level, have been presented
in the research literature. Through cross-case comparisons, the unique situations
surrounding the individual institutions were demonstrated. Interestingly, the issue of
quality and the aspect of environment were identified as strengths for some institutions
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and challenges for others. The interview discussions regarding accreditation
demonstrated the presidents’ general consideration of the process as a significantly
challenging issue. The detailed analysis of the conversations revealed that the concerns
are balanced between a process that is considered by some of the presidents as biased and
the exposure of institutional challenges which is a natural part of such a review. Clearly,
the two-year United Methodist colleges are particularly vulnerable to the pressures of
regional accreditation.
As previously stated, published empirical research related to the two-year
church-related college and, more specifically, to the two-year United Methodist college is
limited, as compared to the literature devoted to the small, four-year liberal arts college or
the religious college as a general category. The data collected in this study indicated that
the strengths and weaknesses identified by the two-year United Methodist college
presidents are closely aligned with those identified by researchers of the small, four-year
liberal arts college and the church-related college. As is the case for small, four-year
liberal arts colleges and the body of religious colleges, the two-year United Methodist
colleges receive limited support directly from local, state, and federal support but count
indirect aid in the form of awards made to students as having a significant impact on their
college budgets. Also, effective presidential leadership has been cited as a critical
element for institutions that find themselves in precarious positions with respect to
sustainability. West (1983) contends, “small colleges are more dependent on presidential
leadership than large ones are… [and] are thus more vulnerable to ineffective leadership
from the president’s office” (p. 20). According to Simmons (1983), effective leadership
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is one of the particularly important issues for small colleges since the margin for error is
much narrower than for larger institutions. Three of the two-year United Methodist
college presidents voiced their belief that the issue of continuity in presidential leadership
is a key factor in institutional sustainability. An evaluation of the tenures of the current
two-year United Methodist presidents revealed that six have been in office less than four
years, and three have served less than two years.
In 1963, the American Association of Junior Colleges (AAJC) considered the
most significant problems facing the two-year private college to be the lack of “clear,
fully defensible educational purposes and the ability to communicate them to a wide
variety of publics” (p. 58). The Institute for Higher Education Policy (1995) adds that the
two-year private college’s failure to definitively articulate its mission will likely impact
the ability to acquire and sustain adequate human and financial resources. As
demonstrated by the implementation of strategies intended to clearly communicate
institutional purpose and distinctiveness, the two-year United Methodist college
presidents consider the problems cited by the AAJC and the Institute for Higher
Education Policy applicable to their institutions. Wiggins (1966) very succinctly states
that “the future of the church-related college is not secure” (p. 276). Of the five
presidents who shared their forecasts regarding the future for the body of two-year United
Methodist college, two believed that the two-year colleges would decline in number or
possibly disappear altogether, and three suspected that the colleges would continue to
struggle with their current challenges for the next twenty years but hesitated to speculate
what the results might be in terms of surviving institutions. Clearly, the data reflect an
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alignment with statements made in previous research that was not specifically focused on
the two-year United Methodist college.
In certain instances, the data collected in this study contrasted the conclusions
made in previous research. For example, Williams and Colby (1991) state that one of the
greatest threats to the two-year private college is competition with the public community
college. While the interviews for this study revealed the presidents’ keen awareness of
the potential impact of the community college on the viability of their institutions, none
of the chief executive officers were threatened by the two-year public college in the
philanthropic realm and only three mentioned them as competitors in the recruitment
arena. Also, Winston (1999b) contends that the private two-year, four-year, and
comprehensive institutions face the greatest threat from the proprietary sector. During
over sixteen hours of dialogue with the two-year United Methodist college presidents,
there was no mention of proprietary institutions as significant to their institutions’
viability.
Therefore, the data indicated that the two-year United Methodist colleges share
opportunities and challenges with the small, four-year liberal arts college and the general
category of religious colleges. At the same time, the data reflected intra-group
differences that contribute to the distinctiveness of the individual institutions. Clearly,
the future appears to be questionable for this institutional sector that is small in terms of
the number of colleges operating and the volume of students served. However, as the
first authentic American contribution to the higher education landscape, the two-year
private and church-related college continues to serve a unique purpose with its own
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particular approach to student development, academic endeavors, communal activities,
and organizational operation. These institutions contribute to the diversity of the higher
education system in the United States as a body of colleges specifically committed the
needs of freshmen and sophomores in an environment characterized by a strong sense of
values and community. The impact of their extinction is inestimable but would
undoubtedly diminish the pluralism that is so greatly valued in the American higher
education system.
Recommendations for Future Efforts
The literature related to the two-year private college is scant. Likewise, the body
of empirical research specifically related to the two-year United Methodist colleges is
deficient in terms of size and scope. As these institutions continue to struggle for
survival and prosperity, the need for systematic inquiry is exigent. Further research that
concentrates on colleges affiliated with other religious sects, as well as those that are
classified as independent, is needed in order to expand the overall understanding of the
two-year private institution.
The variables identified by this study may serve as an impetus for future research
related to the United Methodist institutions and other two-year private colleges. This
study identified a focus on student success, the quality of the academic program and
faculty, and the residential aspect as the colleges’ greatest strengths. The list of most
significant challenges included financial resources, environment, competition, and
quality/accreditation. Further research would enable the exploration of the significance
of these particular variables in relation to other two-year private colleges.
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The relatively short tenures of six of the seven presidents warrant a follow-up
study of a longitudinal nature in order to track the effect of longevity of service on
sustainability. Will the high turnover rate at the executive level during the early 21st
century turn out to be one of the most significant downfalls of this sector? Or, will this
cohort of presidents be able to lead their institutions to a more secure, viable existence?
In addition, research is needed that expands the investigation beyond the scope of
presidential perspectives. Trustees, faculty, staff, students, parents, community
representatives, political and church leaders are among the stakeholders that maintain
valuable perspectives regarding the two-year United Methodist college. The analysis of a
broad-based set of perspectives would undoubtedly deepen the understanding of the
status and future of these institutions.
The two-year private college body currently lacks an active association to serve as
a mechanism for institutional support. While the National Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities (NAICU) and the Council of Independent Colleges (CIC) serve
private colleges, these organizations admittedly focus their efforts on those institutions
awarding the bachelor’s degree or higher. A study should be conducted to determine the
feasibility of establishing an association of two-year private colleges, the purpose of
which would include advocacy for the institutions in policy arenas, promotion of relevant
and rigorous research, and the provision of resources and consultative assistance in
support of institutional needs.
As an effort to expand the body of empirical research of the two-year private
college, this study focused attention on the issues related to the sustainability of one of its
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many subcategories, the United Methodist institutions. The results and conclusions of
this study should allow each college involved in the study to consider the potential
applicability of strategies employed by its sister institutions and to fuel a stronger
network among the presidents as they seek to guide the two-year United Methodist
colleges into the future.
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RESEARCH PROTOCOL
Questions Related to Institutional Profile
1. When did you begin your tenure as president of [college name]?
2. How many years of your professional career have been directly associated with a twoyear private college?
3. What was your FTE enrollment for Fall 2004? Spring 2005? Summer 2005?
4. Describe your recruitment efforts. From what geographic radius do you attract most
of your students?
5. What percentage of your students are classified as “out-of-state?”
6. How many faculty, administrative officers, and staff does your institution employ (by
category)?
7. Has the mission and purpose of your institution changed since its founding?
8. When was your current mission statement adopted?
9. Does The United Methodist Church influence your academic program in terms of
curriculum requirements?
10. Is your college a member of any professional associations or organizations?
11. If yes, which ones and what benefits have you realized from these memberships?
Questions Related to Research Question #1: What issues are most significant to the
sustainability of the two-year United Methodist colleges according to their chief
executive officers?
12. Do you consider the issue of sustainability an important one for two-year United
Methodist colleges?
13. Do you consider the two-year United Methodist college an endangered species?
14. What is the single greatest strength of your institution?
15. What are other strengths of your institution?
16. Do these strengths directly impact the institution’s viability?
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Questions Related to Research Question #2: What events or circumstances do these
presidents consider to be an influence on the health of these institutions?
17. Would you consider this decade one of the most challenging periods to date with
regard to the stability of your institution?
18. What is the single greatest challenge facing your institution?
19. What other issues, circumstances and environmental factors do you consider most
threatening to your institution?
20. What are your impressions of the situations of the two-year United Methodist
colleges that recently lost their regional accreditation?
21. Do you believe your institution would be forced to close its doors if it lost regional
accreditation?
22. Geographic accessibility, flexible scheduling, and vocational programs have been
identified as sources of the community college’s market niche (Kane & Rouse, 1999).
Do you consider any of these assets of your institution or would you substitute different
identifiers for your college?
23. Who do you consider your greatest competitors for students?
24. Who do you consider your greatest competitors for financial resources such as donor
contributions?
25. What is currently your single largest revenue stream?
26. Has your institution diversified its revenue stream in any way during your tenure or
in its recent history?
27. Does your college receive appropriations from the United Methodist Church? If yes,
please provide as much detail as possible.
28. Does your college receive any direct aid from a local, state, or federal government
source? If yes, to what degree do these funds positively impact the college’s budget?
29. Does your college receive any indirect government funds through grants and
scholarships to students? If yes, to what degree do these funds positively impact the
college’s budget?
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Questions Related to Research Question #3: What strategies are employed to maximize
opportunities and minimize threats in order to ensure sustainability?
30. Have you implemented any of the following survival strategies that have been
mentioned in the research literature devoted to the two-year private college:
7. clearly communicate institutional mission, goals, and programs
8. expand curriculum, program options, and scheduling
9. focus on values-based education and personal expression
10. expand enrollments and operate in a fiscally responsible manner
11. ensure effective presidential leadership
12. secure additional denominational support
31. If so, which ones, in what ways, and what have been the results?
32. What other strategies have you employed to maximize opportunities for your
institution?
33. How have these strategies impacted your college?
34. What other strategies have you employed to minimize threats to your institution?
35. How have these particular strategies impacted your college?
36. How regularly, if at all, do you network with other two-year private college
presidents and discuss issues related to your institutions?
37. What is your forecast for the two-year United Methodist college for the next 20
years?
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October 1, 2005
Dear President:
As a doctoral student in the Educational Leadership program at Mississippi State
University, I have chosen to study the two year church-related college as the focus of my
dissertation research. In my work as a faculty member and administrator at a two-year
United Methodist college for five years, I became deeply aware of the opportunities and
challenges facing this particular sector of higher education.
My passion for the two-year private college as a vital and crucial fixture in the higher
education landscape has driven my desire to pursue meaningful research that might
contribute to the welfare of these institutions. Current research related to Level I
institutions focuses most heavily on the public community college and offers a limited
number of studies that specifically relate to the two-year church-related college.
The purpose of my research is two-fold: 1) to identify significant opportunities and
challenges facing the two-year United Methodist college, and 2) to document strategies
employed by these schools to ensure sustainability. In order to accomplish these goals, I
have selected the seven two-year United Methodist colleges to serve as the foci of a
multi-case review. I have attached a letter of support from Dr. Ken Yamada of the
General Board of Higher Education and Ministry. The research will rely on an interview
with each college president and review of appropriate documents shared by each
institution.
In order to conduct a research effort that could “make a difference” in the life of the
United Methodist college, I submit this email to request your participation in the study.
A consent form is attached for your review. If you agree to participate, please notify me
by October 10, 2005.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Michelle Johnston
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1. Andrew College (Cuthbert, Georgia)
2. Hiwassee College (Madisonville, Tennessee)
3. Lon Morris College (Jacksonville, Texas)
4. Louisburg College (Louisburg, North Carolina)
5. Oxford College of Emory University (Oxford, Georgia)
6. Spartanburg Methodist College (Spartanburg, South Carolina)
7. Young Harris College (Young Harris, Georgia)
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Statement of Researcher Biases and Preferences
The researcher’s biases are based upon her experiences as a faculty member and
administrator at a two-year United Methodist college. After two years in a “Warning”
status by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, the institution’s regional
accreditation was withdrawn due to cited financial issues. As an advocate of the twoyear private college, the researcher believes that these institutions are an important fixture
in American higher education and serve students in a uniquely meaningful way.
Woodroof (1990a) captures the sense of advocacy in the following:
Advocates of the private junior college include students who have been fortunate
enough to experience this very personal form of higher education; parents of these
students; current faculty, administration, staff, and board members who have
devoted their professional lives to the educational purposes of their institutions;
and others who have enjoyed triple benefits as student, faculty member, and
administrator. To these advocates, the idea of the demise of the private junior
college is particularly distasteful. (p. 83)
The researcher believes that two-year college presidents have a responsibility to
recognize and address issues and environmental factors that affect the prosperity of their
colleges, and she believes that the chief executive officers must consciously implement
strategies to safeguard the future of these irreplaceable institutions of higher learning.
The motivation behind this research effort is a commitment to the mission and purpose of
the two-year church-related college and a belief that its extinction would be an
irreparable loss to our educational system.
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